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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Housing discrimination on the basis of race and ethnicity has plagued our country for well

over a century, persisting today despite federal, state, and local fair housing laws and protections.
Discriminatory practices such as redlining and exclusionary zoning, as well as unjust government
policies in lending and real estate, have led to systemic racial segregation in communities across
the nation. While the passage of the federal Fair Housing Act in 1968 brought about significant
strides towards housing equality, the promises of the civil rights era remain unfulfilled. Today,
over fifty years later, the goal of fair housing for all remains elusive, reflected in the sharp
segregation of communities across the United States, including those of Long Island .
On November 17, 2019, Newsday, a Long Island-based newspaper serving the New York
City metropolitan area, published the results of a three-year investigation into housing
di c imi a i

e i led Long Island Divided,

e e i g e ide ce f

e al a d di a ate

treatment of minority prospective homebuyers and minority communities by real estate agents on
Long Island.1 The investigation findings

the product of paired testing over 90 real estate agents,

recording over 200 hours of interactions, and analyzing 5,700 home listings

revealed widespread

discriminatory treatment of racial minority testers: 49% of the time against Blacks testers, 39%
against Hispanic testers,2 and 19% against Asian testers. The in-depth probe asserted that many of
L g I la d

d mi a

e ide ial b ke age fi m

a ici a e i beha i

ha hel

lidif

racial and ethnic segregation on Long Island, including imposing unequal conditions and steering
potential homebuyers toward certain communities depending on their perceived race or ethnicity.

1

Ann Choi, et al., Long Island Divided, NEWSDAY, Nov. 17, 2019, available at: https://projects.newsday.com/longisland/real-estate-agents-i e iga i / [he ei af e Long Island Divided ].
2
The United States Census Bureau defines Hispanics and Latinos as people of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South
or Central American or other Spanish culture or origin regardless of race.
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Investigation and Government Operations; Housing, Construction and Community Development;
and Consumer Protection initiated a joint investigation into the alleged discrimination and
evidence of unequal treatment. The investigation entailed two public hearings, one of which
required the use of subpoenas to compel the testimony of real estate brokers and agents accused of
discriminatory behavior by Newsday, as well as executives of their brokerage firms. The
Committees also issued subpoenas duces tecum to 12 individuals, compelling the disclosure of
corporate policies, training materials and staff manuals concerning compliance with the federal
Fair Housing Act and any similar state or local laws, as well as documents and communications
pertaining to individuals involved in Newsday fair housing investigation.
Even though explicitly discriminatory mechanisms like redlining, restrictive covenants and
exclusionary zoning have been outlawed since the passage of the Fair Housing Act, their legacy
remains. The nature of contemporary discrimination in housing has evolved. Prior to the passage
of fair housing laws, discrimination was overt; minority home seekers were frequently met with
slammed doors and racial epithets. 3 Today, the image of a slammed door has been replaced with a
revolving door, where people are politely escorted in, then out, and ultimately away from desirable
housing.4 Contemporary discrimination occurs in ways that can be imperceptible to individual
homebuyers, often leaving even those directly affected by it unaware that discrimination has
occurred.

3

P blic Hea i g
L g I la d Rega di g Real E a e Age
Di c imination of Home Buyers: Joint Hearing
Before the S. Comm. on Investigations and Gov. Operations, Housing, Construction, and Community Development,
and Consumer Protections, 2019-2020 Leg. Sess. 26 (Dec. 12, 2019) (statement of Fred Freiberg, Co-Founder, Fair
H i g J ice Ce e ) (he ei af e J i Hea i g: Real E a e Age
Di c imi a i
f H meb e
L g
Island (Dec. 12, 2019) ).
4
Id.

3

Elected officials, regulators, and law enforcement agencies all have a responsibility to
ensure fair housing laws are enforced. We must affirm that all New Yorkers
race or ethnicity

regardless of their

are afforded equal opportunity to obtain the housing of their choice.

On April 5, 1968, the day after Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated, President
Lyndon B. Johnson wrote to the Speaker of the House of Representatives to urge the passage of
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which had been stalled in Congress, extolling the ability to secure a
home regardless of skin c l
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the Fair Housing Act.
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alleged

housing discrimination, reflects the tragic fact that we still have much work to do to live up to the
legacy of Dr. King, and to achieve equality among all Americans and the goals of the Fair Housing
Act itself. The legislative and policy recommendations the Committees find necessary to ensure
that fair housing is a right shared by all New Yorkers regardless of their race or ethnicity are a part
of our answer to the question posed by President Johnson half a century ago. 5

5

Refe e ce
he C mmi ee
i hi hi e
efe
he ac i
a d i i
f a maj i
f I e iga i
and Government Operations Committee, Housing, Construction and Community Development Committee, and
Consumer Protection Committee members.
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II.

RESIDENTIAL RACE DISCRIMINATION BEFORE THE FAIR HOUSING ACT

Formalized discrimination in residential real estate sales has a long history in the United
States, becoming more pronounced as Black Americans migrated to northern states during the
early 1900s.6 For decades, all levels of government explicitly sanctioned housing discrimination
and private parties supported and perpetuated discrimination. Racial segregation soon became the
de jure policy of local governments and standard operating procedures for landowners. 7 The
emergence of segregated communities did not happen by chance, but was the result of deliberate
government policies and the intentional actions of private individuals.8 Discriminatory land-use
policies, inequitable community development practices, racial bias in mortgage lending and rental
housing, and a multitude of other racially motivated policies fostered pervasive negative impacts
on people of color across America. 9
The National Association of Real Estate Boards (NAREB)
National Association of Realtors

the precursor to

da

encouraged racial segregation and discrimination. In 1924, the

NAREB adopted and enforced a new Code of Ethics that made it a duty for a member to
discriminate based on race and national origin. 10 Article 34 of the Code, which remained in effect
until 1950, read:
A Realtor should never be instrumental in introducing into a neighborhood a
character of property or occupancy, members of any race or nationality or
individuals whose presence will clearly be detrimental to property values in that
neighborhood.11
6

Marc Seitles, The Perpetuation of Residential Racial Segregation in America: Historical Discrimination, Modern
Forms of Exclusion, and Inclusionary Remedies, 14 FLA. S. U. J. LAND USE & ENVTL. L. 89 (Fall 1998).
7
Id.
8
Id.
9
Liz Ryan Murray, Understanding AFFH: What it is and How Does it Work?, ALLIANCE FOR HOUSING JUSTICE
(Sept. 27, 2019), available at: https://www.allianceforhousingjustice.org/post/understanding-affh.
10
Fair Housing Toolkit, Fair Housing Justice Center (June 2016), available at: https://www.bbcfairhousing.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/FAIR-HOUSING-TOOLKIT-ALL-1.1.pdf.
11
Id.

5

During this time, the NAREB coordinated and supported efforts by local real estate boards
to develop and implement plans to restrict the movement of people of color into white
communities.12 I 1927, he NAREB d af ed a d di emi a ed a m del racially restrictive
covenant to local boards. One provision of the model covenant stated:
The restriction that no part of said premises shall in any manner be used or occupied
directly or indirectly by any negro or negroes, provided that this restriction shall
e e he cc a i , d i g he e i d f hei em l me , f ja i
cha ffe
a e i he ba eme
i a ba
ga age i he ea ,
f e a
quarters by negro janitors, chauffeurs or house servants, respectively, actually
employed as such for service in and about the premises by the rightful owner or
occupant of said premises.13
By 1928, half of all homes owned and occupied by white people in the United States had
deeds with racially restrictive covenants. 14 The proliferation of these covenants, legally
enforceable by state courts, exacerbated the racial segregation of communities across America. 15
Until the civil rights era, the policies of federal and local governments expressly reinforced
residential racial segregation. 16 The Home Owners Loan Act of 1933 established the Home
Owners Loan Corporation (HOLC), a public agency responsible for administering the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB), which offered low cost refinancing to assist homeowners
struggling to make their mortgage payments.17 The FHLBB directed the HOLC to use a residential
rating system for neighborhoods a d Re ide ial Sec i Ma ,

hich included four categories.

The areas designated least desirable, where financing was not available, were predominantly Black
eighb h

d a d e e c ded

ed.

12

Fair Housing Toolkit, Fair Housing Justice Center, supra note 10.
Id.
14
David M.P. Freund, Colored Property: State Policy and White Racial Politics in Suburban America 94 (2007).
15
Fair Housing Toolkit, Fair Housing Justice Center, supra note 10.
16
Abdallah Fayyad, The Unfulfilled Promise of Fair Housing, THE ATLANTIC (Mar. 31, 2018).
17
Fair Housing Toolkit, Fair Housing Justice Center, supra note 10.
13
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In 1934, Congress created the Federal Housing Administration, which insured private
mortgages, lowered interest rates and reduced the size of down payment required to finance the
purchase of a house.18 In determining which private mortgages to insure, the Federal Housing
Administration utilized a discriminatory rating system to evaluate the risks associated with loans
made to borrowers in specific urban neighborhoods.19 The Administration rated neighborhoods
acc di g
were c

hei

e cei ed abili , ma ki g eighb h

ide ed i dema d

d

g ee

if he were rated A and

ed if hey were rated D and were generally considered

ineligible for mortgage backing. 20
Through the practice commonly referred to a

edli i g,

he Admi i

ai

overwhelmingly designated neighborhoods populated by Black people as red or undesirable. Over
time, redlining expanded beyond the federal backing of mortgages, spreading throughout the entire
mortgage industry, excluding Black people from most legitimate means of obtaining a mortgage. 21
Additionally, the Federal Housing Administration created a model racially restrictive
covenant, which was required to be used as a condition for obtaining financing.22 An excerpt of
the 1938 Federal Housing Administration Underwriting Manual:
Areas surrounding a location are investigated to determine whether incompatible
racial and social groups are present, for the purpose of making a prediction
regarding the probability of the location being invaded by such groups. If a
neighborhood is to retain stability, it is necessary that the properties shall continue
to be occupied by the same social and racial classes. A change in social or racial
occupancy generally contributes to instability and a decline in values. 23

18

National Housing Act, Pub. L. No. 73-479, tit. I, 48 Stat. 1246 (1934).
Marc Seitles, supra note 6.
20
Ta-Nehisi Coates, The Case for Reparations, THE ATLANTIC (June 2014).
21
Id.
22
Keith F. Gotham, Urban Space, Restrictive Covenants and the Origins of Racial Residential Segregation in a US
City, 1900-50, 24 INT L J. URB. & REG L RES. 616 (2000).
23
John Kimble, Insuring Inequality: The Role of the Federal Housing Administration in the Urban Ghettoization of
African Americans, 32 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 399, 399-434 (2007).
19

7

Between 1930 and 1950, three out of five homes purchased in the United States were
financed by the Federal Housing Administration, yet less than two percent of those loans were
made to non-white home buyers. 24 From its establishment, the Federal Housing Administration
utilized public policy to discriminate on the basis of race, thus becoming the first federal agency
to openly counsel and support residential segregation.25
Exclusionary municipal zoning also contributed to the perpetuation of residential
segregation and housing discrimination. Restrictive zoning ordinances, such as minimum lot size,
square footage requirements and single family zoning laws, were utilized to keep poor and
minority residents out of the suburbs.
Exclusionary zoning to promote racial residential segregation is epitomized in Levittown,
a community in Long Island established in 1947, designed exclusively for white veterans returning
from World War II. Homes in Levittown came with racially restrictive covenants prohibiting white
homeowners from reselling their homes to Black buyers. Despite fighting the same enemy and
against the same hateful ideals, Black veterans could not purchase a home in the same community
as their fellow veterans who were white.
Following World War II, communities like Levittown sprang up across the country, their
development fostered by federal policies granting government-backed loans to white
homebuyers.26 Federal guidelines found their way into real estate practices, spreading residential
segregation across the United States. From 1934 to 1962, less than two percent of the $120 billion
in housing financing underwritten by the government went to minority homebuyers extending the
shameful track record that had been established by the Federal Housing Administration.27

24

Marc Seitles, supra note 6.
Id.
26
Julia C. Mead, Memories of Segregation in Levittown, N.Y. TIMES (May 11, 2003).
27
Id.
25

8

The Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, commonly known as the GI Bill, was
designed to help World War II veterans upon returning home by providing benefits such as college
tuition, low-cost home loans and unemployment insurance. While this expansive federal initiative
helped millions of white Americans prosper and accumulate wealth, it failed to deliver equal
economic opportunities for veterans of color. While the language of the GI Bill did not explicitly
exclude Black veterans from its benefits, it was structured in a way that ultimately shut doors for
the 1.2 million Black Americans who served in World War II.28 The GI Bill offered low-interest
mortgages and other loans, co-signed by the Veterans Administration (VA). However, the VA
could not guarantee the loans; instead, white-run financial institutions had the power to guarantee
the benefits, having free reign to refuse mortgages and loans to Black veterans. 29 This disparity in
loans was nationwide; in New York and the northern New Jersey suburbs, fewer than 100 of the
67,000 mortgages insured under the GI bill supported home purchases by minority borrowers.30
Federal housing policies in the 1930s and 1940s helped to solidify residential segregation
in metropolitan areas. By 1948, 85% of all new residential developments in the United States were
racially restricted.31 While the Supreme Court held in Shelley v. Kramer in 1948 that racially
restrictive covenants could not be enforced in courts of law, the decision did not deter real estate
agents and homeowners from continuing to discriminate by placing such restrictive covenants on
property deeds through the 1950s and 1960s. 32
By 1950, discriminatory government policies and private market behavior led metropolitan
regions to become intensely racially segregated. White people moved out of urban areas and into

28

Erin Blakemore, How the GI Bill P mi e a De ied a Milli Black WWII Ve e a , HISTORY (June 21,
2019).
29
Se iceme Readj me Ac f 1944, P b. L. N . 78-346, 58 Stat. 284 (1944).
30
Id.
31
Fair Housing Toolkit, Fair Housing Justice Center, supra note 10.
32
Id.

9

suburban communities, while most Black Americans remained in overcrowded and impoverished
urban centers.33
Prior to the civil rights movement and the passage of the federal Fair Housing Act in 1968,
the real estate industry used overt and blatantly discriminatory mechanisms against people of color
to maintain residential segregation, their efforts bolstered by prejudicial government policies and
guidelines. Today, bad actors often use subtler forms of discrimination; they direct homebuyers of
different apparent backgrounds toward different communities, impose more stringent financial
requirements on people of color, and provide unequal services to clients based upon their race or
ethnicity.

III.

FEDERAL AND STATE FAIR HOUSING LAWS

III.A. The Federal Fair Housing Act

On April 11, 1968, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the Fair Housing Act (FHA), also
known as Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. The FHA prohibits discrimination concerning
the sale, rental and financing of housing on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, familial
status or disability.34 The FHA al
h

i g b

e ie

ha

he g

ac i el i eg a i g c mm i ie . The
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affi ma i el f

e f he FHA

a

he fai
c ibe ac

of housing discrimination and foster integration in a climate where racially segregated

33
34

Fair Housing Toolkit, Fair Housing Justice Center, supra note 10.
Fair Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 3601-3631.
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communities and racial violence were common. 35 Illegal acts of discrimination prohibited by the
FHA include refusal to sell or rent or to negotiate with a party based on protected factors, as well
as barring discriminatory differences in terms or conditions offered or the provision of different
housing services, and harassment

along with other forms of refusal to make housing available.

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) administers and enforces
the FHA through its Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO), which is responsible
for investigating complaints. Individuals who believe they have been discriminated against in
obtaining housing may file a complaint with HUD or may file a lawsuit in federal or state court.
HUD enforces the FHA in two ways: (1) fair housing testing and (2) investigation of claims of
discrimination.
The FHA permits the Department of Justice to file a lawsuit where there is reason to believe
a

i di id al ha e gaged i

di c imi a i

agai

ag

a
f e

a e

ac ice
ha ai e a i

f di c imi a i
e f ge e al

ha e gaged i
blic im

a ce. The

FHA also requires HUD to attempt a settlement agreement between the parties prior to appearing
in front of a judge.
Importantly, as noted above, the FHA also imposes a legal requirement to Affirmatively
Further Fair Housing (AFFH) on federal agencies and grantees, including local governments that
receive HUD grants. In 2015, the Obama Administration promulgated regulations with the goal of
implementing the AFFH provisions, which largely had been dormant since 1968, by providing
program participants with an effective planning approach to take meaningful actions to overcome

35

History of Fair Housing, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT, available at:
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/fair_housing_equal_opp/aboutfheo/history.
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historic patterns of segregation, promote fair housing choice, and foster inclusive communities that
are free from discrimination. 36
However, the Trump Administration effectively suspended the AFFH regulations by
dela i g

g am a ici a

bmi i

f he A e me

f Fai H

i g (AFH )

il af e

October 31, 2020.37 The submission of AFHs is tied to the five-year cycle under which participants
must submit to HUD their spending plans, and policies and procedures that detail how participants
will take action to affirmatively further fair housing. Unless the new administration of President
Joseph Biden revisits the regulations, this delay will mean that most program participants will not
be required to submit AFHs for HUD to review until 2024 or 2025. Moreover, the Trump
administration rule broadened the definition of affirmatively furthering fair housing, easing the
standards participants are required to meet.

III.B. New York State Humans Right Law

New York State Human Rights Law declares that every citizen has the right to a
opportunity to enjoy a full and productive life.

38

e al

New York was the first state in the nation to

enact a Human Rights Law, which prohibits discrimination in several areas of everyday life,
including discrimination in the purchase or rental of housing on the basis of age, race, national
origin, sexual orientation, disability, and other specified classes.39
Under the Human Rights Law, it is unlawful to participate in the following acts relating to
real estate because of a protected characteristic:

36

Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing, 80 Fed. Reg. 42,272 (July 1, 2015).
Preserving Community and Neighborhood Choice, 85 Fed. Reg. 47,899 (Sept. 9, 2020).
38
N.Y. EXEC. § 290.
39
N.Y. EXEC. § 296.
37
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Refuse to sell, rent, or lease housing;
Discriminate in the terms, conditions, or privileges in the sale, rental or lease of
housing;
Discriminate in providing facilities or services in connection with the sale, rental
or lease of housing;
Print or circulate a statement, advertisement or publication expressing a limitation,
specification, or discrimination in the sale, rental or lease of housing;
Use an application for housing that expresses any limitation, specification, or
discrimination in the sale, rental, or lease of housing;
Make any record or inquiry in connection with the prospective purchase, rental, or
lease of housing that expresses any limitation, specification, or discrimination;
Refuse to negotiate for the sale, rental, or lease of housing; or
Represent that housing is not available for sale, rental, or lease when it is
available.40

The New York State Division of Human Rights (NYSDHR), within the Executive
Department, is responsible for enforcing the Human Rights Law and preventing discrimination in
housing. NYSDHR receives and investigates claims of housing discrimination, and where
appropriate, holds hearings on alleged violations.41 If, following a hearing, NYSDHR determines
that the accused has engaged in any unlawful discriminatory practice, remedies can include
requiring the party to cease and desist from the discriminatory behavior, compelling changes in
policies or practices, making the housing available to the victim, assessing money damages or
imposing civil fines and penalties.42
Some local governments also afford residents protection against housing discrimination,
including New York City Human Rights Law, which prohibits such discrimination based on
gender, citizenship status, partnership status, gender identity, lawful occupation, and lawful source
of income. Buffalo, Hamburg, West Seneca, and Nassau County also have local laws that prohibit

40

N.Y. EXEC. § 296.
N.Y. EXEC. § 295, 297.
42
N.Y. EXEC. § 297.
41

13

source of income discrimination in housing; this ban became statewide for most housing sources
in 2019 as part of the Housing Stability and Tenant Protection Act.

III.C. New York State Real Estate Broker and Agent Statutory Requirements

Article 12-A of the Real Property Law sets forth the training requirements for licensed real
estate brokers and agents in New York State. Pursuant to Article 12-A, in order to qualify for a
real estate salesperson (agent) license, an applicant must complete 75 hours of qualifying education
courses approved by the Department of State. 43 To qualify for licensure as a real estate broker, an
applicant must meet certain requirements based on experience, education and examination,
including at least two years of experience as a licensed real estate agent or at least three years of
experience in the general real estate field, or a combination of both. They must also meet certain
qualifications as to the type of experience they have had, which the Department of State measures
based on a point system, complete both the qualifying agent course of 75 hours and an additional
45 hours of real estate broker courses, and pass a qualifying examination administered by the
Department of State.44
To renew a real estate broker or agent license, the licensee must complete 22.5 hours of
continuing education, at least three of which must pertain to fair housing and/or discrimination in
the sale or rental of real property or an interest in real property.45 Licensees must renew their
licenses

and meet these requirements

every two years.46

43

N.Y. REAL PROP. § 441.
N.Y. REAL PROP. § 441. Applicants for a real estate broker license can also be based on reciprocity or if the
applicant is an attorney currently admitted to the New York State bar.
45
N.Y. REAL PROP. § 441.
46
Id.
44
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IV.

RESIDENTIAL RACIAL SEGREGATION ON LONG ISLAND

Since he a age f he FHA a d Ne
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has been achieved in promoting integration and combating discrimination; however, the goal of
ending residential segregation in American communities remains unfulfilled. Despite a decline
i ce he FHA

a age, e ide ial eg ega i
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i h Black

Americans experiencing the highest levels of segregation among all racial and ethnic groups. 47
Segregation between white and Black Americans remains very high, despite declining from
its peak in the 1960 and 1970s.48 In 1940, the average Black resident in metropolitan regions for
which data is available lived in a tract that was 40% white; in 2010, according to a study using
census data, the average Black resident lived in a neighborhood that is only 35% white.49
Today, while Long Island has become more racially diverse, it maintains the unfavorable
distinction of being one of the 10 most racially segregated metropolitan areas in the nation. 50
Between 2000 and 2010, the level of segregation between Black and white residents has only
marginally decreased, while the levels of segregation between white and Hispanic residents as well
as white and Asian residents has increased.51
L g I la d

hi

fh

ing discrimination, combined with inadequate enforcement

of federal and state fair housing laws, has led to not only severe residential segregation but also
segregated schools, which has resulted in disparities in the quality of education. 52 While Long

47

Michela Zonta, Racial Disparities in Home Appreciation, CENTER FOR AMERICAN PROGRESS (July 15, 2019).
John R. Logan and Brian J. Stults, The Persistence of Segregation in the Metropolis: New Findings from the 2010
Census, Census Brief prepared for Project US2010, BROWN UNIVERSITY (Mar. 24, 2011).
49
Id.
50
Elaine Gross, U de l i g Ame ica U e i S c al Raci m, THE HILL (June 4, 2020). See also Heading in
the Wrong Direction: Growing School Segregation on Long Island, Erase Racism (Jan. 2015).
51
Heading in the Wrong Direction: Growing School Segregation on Long Island, Erase Racism (Jan. 2015).
52
Id.
48
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Island collectively has become more diverse, this diversity does not generally show up in the
student bodies from school to school; between 2004 and 2016, the number of Long Island school
less than 10% white has doubled.53 The

districts that constitute intensely segregated districts

number of students in intensely segregated, majority-minority school districts has nearly tripled,
increasing from 22,084 students in 2004 to 65,215 students in 2016. 54 Approximately three out of
every four Black students and two out of every three Hispanic students attend a majority-minority
segregated school district. 55 Residential eg ega i

ha

e e a ed eg ega i

i L g I la d

public schools, with the divide deepening.
The f agme a i

am g L g I la d 124 ch

l di ic al

e e a e di a i ie i

resources.56 New York State assesses educational economic requirements at the district level in
em

f he di c e a c be ee

based on resource level, as l

eed a d
eed,

e

ce ca aci .

a e age eed,

57

School districts are classified

high eed. L

eed di ic

ae

rich in resources and can provide students with state-of-the-art-learning facilities, technology and
faculty, whereas high need districts are resource-starved and students have access to fewer
opportunities.58 According to NYS Department of Education School Report Cards, the vast
majo i

f L g I la d

de

a e d l

a d a e age

eed ch

l di ic . 59 While only

eight percent of all Long Island students attend high need districts, 91% of the students in those
high need districts are Black or Hispanic.60

53

2017 Infographic: School Segregation on Long Island, ERASE RACISM, available at:
http://eraseracismny.org/component/content/article/1-resource/498-2017-infographic-school-segregation-on-longisland.
54
Id.
55
Id.
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Heading in the Wrong Direction: Growing School Segregation on Long Island, Erase Racism (Jan. 2015).
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When looking at the disparities between predominantly white census tracts (those that are
over 93% white) compared with majority Black tracts (those that are over 50% Black), and
majority Hispanic tracts (over 50% Hispanic) on Long Island, educational inequities are visible. 61
In predominantly white neighborhoods, 63% of the population are zoned for low need, resource
wealthy school districts, and only three percent attend high need, low resource schools. 62 In
contrast, most majority Black or majority Hispanic census tracts are zoned for high need school
districts

six percent of students in Black tracts to low need schools, compared with 77% to high

need schools. There are no majority Hispanic tracts are zoned for a low needs schools; 97% attend
high need schools.63 The graph below, created by Erase Racism using 2010 census data and 20092010 NYS Department of Education School Report Cards, illustrates the racially segregated
neighborhoods and disparities in access to high need and low need school districts.64

61

Heading in the Wrong Direction: Growing School Segregation on Long Island, Erase Racism (Jan. 2015).
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The educational disparities
Long Island

heavily influenced by the residential racial segregation in

are also reflected in the performance measures.65 Sixty-five percent of all Black

students, 61% of all Hispanic students, 13% of white students and 10% of Asian students on Long
Island are districted to the lowest performing schools, defined as those that are in the bottom 25%
based on graduation rates for districts on Long Island.66 Conversely, only three percent of Black
students and five percent of Hispanic students have access to the highest performing schools,
compared to 28% of white students and 30% of Asian students.67
While Long Island has large income differences between racial groups, the high levels of
residential segregation cannot be explained solely by income disparity; rather, race is often a more
important factor in segregation than income. 68 According to neighborhood-level census data
a al ed b

ci l gi J h L ga

US2010 P jec

Black households at all income levels on

Long Island live in areas with few white residents, while white residents of all income levels live
in very white neighborhoods.69
Residential racial segregation is the result of coordinated actions of government policies
and the private actions of those in the real estate industry. Real estate brokers and agents play a
critical role in the composition of a community and can act

whether intentionally or not

as

gatekeepers for neighborhoods, steering potential homebuyers towards certain areas, based on the
race or ethnicity of the individual. While housing discrimination is illegal under the federal FHA
and state Human Rights Law, some real estate agents utilize subtle ways to discriminate, like
racially coded guidance and disparate treatment in services offered. In its report Long Island
65

Heading in the Wrong Direction: Growing School Segregation on Long Island, Erase Racism (Jan. 2015).
Id.
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Id.
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Id.
69
John R. Logan and Brian J. Stults, The Persistence of Segregation in the Metropolis: New Findings from the 2010
Census, Census Brief prepared for Project US2010, BROWN UNIVERSITY (Mar. 24, 2011). See also Heading in the
Wrong Direction: Growing School Segregation on Long Island, Erase Racism (Jan. 2015).
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Divided, Newsday revealed evidence that real estate agents still employ these implicit and explicit
forms of discrimination, helping to maintai L g I la d

V.

NEWSDAY

S

e e e e ide ial acial eg ega i .

LONG ISLAND DIVIDED

On November 17, 2019, Newsday published Long Island Divided, the conclusion of a
three-year investigation into discrimination in real estate sales on Long Island, one of the most
racially segregated suburban areas in the United States. The report exposed evidence of unequal
treatment and discriminatory

potentially illegal

selling practices conducted by real estate

agents with the effect of helping to maintain the harsh segregation of Long Island communities.70
In 40% of all paired tests, agents engaged in potentially unequal, disparate treatment of minority
homebuyers when compared to white homebuyers, with almost 50% of Black homebuyers
experiencing unequal treatment.71
In its investigation, Newsday used paired testing, a practice regularly endorsed by federal
and state courts as the sole viable method for detecting violations of fair housing law by real estate
agents.72 Below is an example of how paired testing works:
Two undercover testers for example, one Black and one white separately solicit
a age
a i a ce i b i g h e . The
e e imila fi a cial
file a d
request identical terms for houses in the same areas. The age
ac i
a e he
reviewed for evidence that the agent provided disparate service. 73

70

The allegations of discriminatory and unlawful practices of real estate agents discussed in this report are based on
da a c llec ed a d
ided i Ne da
e
, Long Island Divided. The opinions and judgments of the fair
housing experts referenced in this report are based on data provided by Newsday; they do not constitute legal
conclusions. The rates provided by Newsday reflect evidence of disparate treatment as discerned by two fair housing
experts consulted by Newsday; they do not reflect conclusions of disparate treatment or legal findings.
71
Long Island Divided, supra note 1.
72
Id.
73
Id.
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In its three-year probe, Newsday recruited and trained 25 individuals to pose as undercover
homebuyers, tested 93 real estate agents, collected 240 hours of recorded interactions, and
analyzed 5,763 house listings.74 Newsday conducted 86 paired tests in areas stretching from the
New York City line to the Hamptons and from the Long Island Sound to the South Shore; 39 of
the tests paired Black and white testers, 31 Hispanic and white testers, and 17 Asian and white
testers.75 To adequately capture the expanse of Long Island, Newsday divided the majority of
Nassau and Suffolk Counties into 10 zones, conducting tests in each zone. Collectively, the 10
zones encompassed about 83% f L g I la d population of 2.3-million people, including 80%
of the white population and 88% of the minority population.76
Ne

da

i e iga i

ha half f L g I la d

i cl ded e i g eal e a e age

eal e a e age

of agents associated with two of the firms
International Realty

a ea

f m 12 eal e a e firms. More

cia ed i h

e f he e fi m . 77 Paired tests

The Corcoran Group a d Da iel Gale S heb

demonstrated no evidence of disparate treatment. 78 However, tests of agents

associated with the following 10 firms did uncover such evidence:
1. Century 21 Real Estate LLC
2. Charles Rutenberg Realty Inc.
3. Coach Realtors
4. Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage on Long Island
5. Douglas Elliman
6. Keller Williams Realty
7. Laffey Fine Homes
8. RE/MAX LLC
9. Realty Connect USA
10. Signature Premier Properties

74

Long Island Divided, supra note 1.
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Importantly, Newsday tested each of the 93 agents only once, which makes it difficult to
draw conclusions regarding any consistent patterns of behavior with respect to any individual agent
cited by Newsday in its investigation or included in this report. However, collectively, the
individual test results, supported by statistical findings, form a body of evidence that uncovers
discriminatory practices by the Long Island real estate industry. 79
In 49% of cases where a Black tester posing as a homebuyer sought to purchase a home,
they were treated unequally compared to a white tester.80 This unequal treatment was found against
Hispanic testers in 39% of tests and against Asian testers in 19% of tests.81
The in-depth inquiry uncovered evidence that indicates that brokers and agents at many of
L g I la d residential brokerage firms participate in behaviors prohibited by fair housing laws,
including imposing unequal conditions and steering prospective homebuyers toward certain
communities depending on their perceived race or ethnicity. In many cases, people of color
appeared to be steered to predominantly minority neighborhoods or were subjected to more
stringent requirements than white homebuyers; many were required to produce mortgage
preapproval in order to view home listings. 82 Altogether, the agents tested provided white testers
with an average of 50% more listings than those given to their equally qualified Black
counterparts.83

79

Long Island Divided, supra note 1.
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V.A. Evidence of Imposing Unequal Conditions

Fair housing laws prohibit real estate agents and brokers from discriminating against any
person in the terms, conditions, or privileges of sale or rental of property because of race, color,
religion, sex, familial status or national origin. 84
I

e e

f Ne

da

paired tests

eight percent of the total

agents accommodated

white testers while imposing more stringent conditions on minority testers that might amount to
the denial of equal service between testers. 85 In one instance of possible disparate treatment, an
agent required a minority homebuyer to secure preapproval for a mortgage loan prior to showing
listings, but did not require the same of the white homebuyer. 86 An example provided by Newsday:
Al h gh a Black c
me ld Laffe Real E a e age Na c A de
, M
uncle is actually a loan officer so we cru ched he mbe
i h him, A de
ef ed
ide h e
, emaili g, I eed ha e he ea
al bef e e
ee he li i g . I c
a , he e c ed a ai ed hi e b e
h e
af e
he a
ed he , I g a b dd f mi e ha
k a R l Sa i g & L a . 87
Ne

da

fai -housing consultants

Fred Freiberg, Executive Director of the Fair

Housing Justice Center, and Robert Schwemm, professor at the University of Kentucky College
of Law

both determined that agent Nancy Ander

ac i

a e e ide ce f

e al ea me .

With regard to the example above, Mr. Frieberg stated:
The age
ef al
ide e ice
he Af ica Ame ica e e i a e am le
of disparate treatment based on race. The agent told the African American tester
that a preapproval letter was a condition of being shown homes but did not impose
this same condition on the white tester. 88

84

42 U.S.C. § 3604.
Long Island Divided, supra note 1.
86
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87
Id.
88
Id.
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Similarly, Robert Schwemm concluded that the agent ac i

e e [e] ide ce f bla a

discrimination (inferior treatment of the Black tester) regarding not showing houses before
ecei i g a

ea

The f ll

al le e .
i g f

89

ca e hi

ie , ake

f m Ne

da

i e iga i , a

ea

demonstrate evidence of disparate treatment of minority potential homebuyers.90 More
information on these paired e

Test 93 Age

ca be f

aced b ac e

d i Ne

da

B ack e e

e

, Long Island Divided.91

ea ch, b

ef

hi e e e

House search within 45 minutes of Manhattan and a maximum price of $550,000
In this test, the agent, Aminta Abarca of Keller Williams Realty of Greater Nassau, refused
h

li i g

he Black e e

le

he e e ig ed a e cl i e b ke

ag eeme

just

hours before she invited the white tester on house tours without requiring such an agreement.
Abarca escorted the white tester to view six properties in a seven-week period without placing any
conditions on the service. In contrast, Abarca refused to show any listings to the Black tester unless
he sig ed a e cl i e ag eeme
Aba ca
Ja a

iki g di a i

em
i

e i g he
ea me

19, 2017, he he Black e e

e e a hi b
f he

i i ed Aba ca

e

age .

hi e a d Black e e
ffice af e ch

a a ae

i g h ee h me

ur

from listings she provided. She rebuffed him, however, saying it is her policy to only show homes
after a client has signed an exclusivity ag eeme . Whe
g

de

gh? Aba ca e

ded ha

a h

he Black e e a ked,

m

di

he did b iness.

89

Long Island Divided, supra note 1.
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The ca e hi ie efe e ced a d di c ed i hi e
a e ake f m Ne da
i e iga i e
jec , Long
Island Divided. M e i f ma i
ega di g Ne da
h ee-year investigation and the specific case histories
referenced herein can be found at https://projects.newsday.com/long-island/real-estate-agents-investigation/.
90
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Abarca did not impose that same policy upon the white tester, calling him shortly after her
contact with the Black tester to offer to start showing the white tester houses. Later that same day,
Abarca informed the Black tester, via text message, tha he h
l

ake clie

Black e e e

( ic) ha ha e a b

e c

ac

ded, Tha k . I ill e lai

i h he

ld i f m hi
h

ife ha age [ ]

hem h me [,]

he ha hi i

fi m

hich he

lic .

Collectively, Abarca provided the white tester listings in neighborhoods that were 61%
white, compared to those given to the Black tester, which were 43% white. Abarca recommended
heavily minority communities of Baldwin and Elmont only to the Black tester.
According to Schwemm, one of Ne

da

i de e de fai h

i gc

la

, Aba ca

conduct is evidence of blatant discrimination by refusing to show the Black tester houses prior to
his signing of an agent agreement. Additionally, the paired testing provided evidence of differential
treatment and steering; the white tester received listings in predominantly white areas that the
Black tester did not receive and the Black tester received listings in more minority areas that the
white tester did not receive.
Test 30 Agent offers white tester house tours, refuses to provide listings to Black tester
without mortgage prequalification
House search within 30 minutes of Northport and a maximum price of $500,000
In the summer of 2016, a Black and white tester each met with agent Anne Marie Queally
Bechand of Signature Premier Properties a month apart. Both testers were seeking listings with
identical criteria in Northport, a community that is 90% white.
When meeting the white tester, Queally Bechand provided advice and was responsive to
all f he

hi e e e

e i

,e e

mi i g

ide li i g a d arranging dates to tour

homes. Queally Bechand provided 79 listings to the white tester and showed the white tester four
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homes without first obtaining proof of financial prequalification. In contrast, the Black tester was
me

i h e i a ce f m Q eall Becha d, i cl di g he age

ef al

ide li i g

a

tour unless the Black tester prequalified for a mortgage.
Affi med b Ne

da

c

la

F eibe g, Q eall Becha d

ef al

ide e ice

to the Black tester is an example of disparate treatment based on race. Queally Bechand told the
Black tester that she does not give customers tours without receiving a mortgage prequalification
letter and refused to provide the tester with any home listings, while she agreed to provide listings
and tours to the white tester without first receiving a mortgage prequalification letter.

Test 78 Agent offers white tester listings and tours, requires Hispanic tester to sign contract
House search within an hour of Manhattan and a maximum price of $600,000
In this test, agent Reza Amiryavari, of Realty Connect USA, told the Hispanic tester that
he only assi

c

me

af e he

ig a e cl i e b ke

ag eeme

a d ec e m

gage

pre-approvals. Amiryavari provided listings and tours to the white tester without any such
prerequisites.
Amiryavari noted the need to secure mortgage pre-approval to the white tester, but brushed
off the requirement, immediately moving to discuss viewings and listings. Amiryavari offered the
hi e e e he

i

f ig i g a b

e

age

ag eeme , but informed the white tester he

would help him whether or not such an agreement was made. Amiryavari provided the white tester
with 39 listings, including homes stretching from Franklin Square to Syosset. He also showed the
white tester homes in Carle Place and East Meadow.
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While touring homes, Amiryavari advised the white tester to look at homes in Franklin
Square, which is 65% white, over Elmont, which is 85% mi
be I d
S

hi k

h

ld be i Elm

. I hi k

h

i , a i g, [y]ou d
ld

babl j

a

be [in] Franklin

a e. Amiryavari further explained to the white tester the prohibited practice of steering,

stating,
I hi k
a
a
Meadow, OK, no issues,
k
,b e ,a dI el
h ld
ell
, he b
ed
Sch l
ee i g,
k
, like

i F a kli S a e, if
g he e. He e, g ea . Ea
as far as, you know, the feedback that I get from, you
ked stuff up. But, technically, as a real estate agent, we
e , hich ch l di ic i be e . Reall , e e
di ic - i e
l . Beca e he e
me hi g called
ee i g.

In meeting with the Hispanic tester, 10 months after the white tester, Amiryavari evaluated
he e e

famil i c me a d e e e , a d e f med a calc la i

i e ded

h

Hispanic tester what he could afford. Amiryavari declined to accept the Hi a ic e e

he

a e i

that he was able to afford a $600,000 home with $120,000 down.
While Ami a a i ga e he
e cl i e b

e

hi e e e he

i

f ag eei g

be he

hi e e e

age , he instructed the Hispanic tester that the agreement was a prerequisite for

receiving services. Such an agreement would require the Hispanic tester to give Amiryavari a two
percent commission if the seller refused to pay the fee. After their meeting, Amiryavari shared the
name of a mortgage contact with the Hispanic tester, to which the tester responded by inquiring
about next steps for house hunting. Amiryavari responded that before the Hispanic tester could
begin touring homes, he must get mortgage pre-approval.
Acc di g

Ne

da

fai h

i gc

la

, Ami a a i

c d c

providing the

white tester with listings without financial pre-approval, but requiring financial pre-approval from
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the Hispanic tester

constitutes evidence of disparate treatment based on race. Additionally,

Amiryavari made statements to the white tester that indicate strong evidence of steering.
Amiryavari provided inferior service to the Hispanic tester by refusing to provide house
tours to the Hispanic tester without first meeting financial prerequisites; neither of these
requirements were placed upon the white tester.

Test 09 Agent waives preapproval policy for white tester, enforces it on Black tester
House search within the area around Brentwood and a maximum price of $400,000
In this test, agent Edwin Torres of Plainview-based Charles Rutenberg Realty informed
both the white and Black testers that mortgage pre-approval from a bank is a prerequisite to
receiving listings or house tours.
After explaining to both testers that the policy of pre-approval is required to demonstrate
the capability and sincerity of potential homebuyers, both testers still asked Torres to send home
listings. Despite discussing this policy, Torres granted the request for the white tester, providing
20 listings, but did not provide any listings to the Black tester.
Exchange between Torres and the white tester, granting the request:
White Tester: Is it possible to for you to start sending me some listings?
Torres: I can send you I can send you listings in those areas.
White Tester: In those areas?
Torres: I would say like based on your income, a ballpark figure, I would say
a
he e be ee
a d 350 I ll e d
. Tha
he b acke ha I m g
a
put it in.
White Tester: OK.
Torres: A d he
ecei e i ,
ll be able
ie hem.
White Tester: Yeah.
Torres: But, like I said, I need that [preapproval], OK?
White Tester: Gotcha.
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Exchange between Torres and the Black tester, denying the request:
Black Tester: OK. So, you need that [preapproval].
Torres: Definitely.
Black Tester: Absolutely.
Torres: Absolutely.
Black Tester: Can you look at listings or anything?
Torres: I d
eall k
ha
h
.
Torres provided the white tester with listings to properties in Deer Park, Brentwood,
Bay Shore, and West Islip. Additionally, Torres took the white tester to tour one of the 20
listings provided, while still pressing him to secure the mortgage preapproval.
When the Black tester followed up regarding house tours, Torres responded, via
e , Id

k

if he e

a a mi

de a di g

he

e me . B

I m a ai i g

pre-approval first and at that time I will start sending properties to you based on your
a

al.
T

e

ef al

ide e ice

he Black e e

gge

e ide ce f di a a e

treatment and discrimination based on race. Torres enforced the mortgage pre-approval
requirement on the Black tester and refused to give him listings without the pre-approval;
he did not enforce the pre-approval requirement for the white tester and still provided the
white tester with 20 listings and a tour. 92

92

E al a i
f age
c d c a e he i i
f Ne da fai h i g c
l a , F ed F iebe g, e ec i e
director of the Fair housing Justice Center, and Robert Schwemm, professor at the University of Kentucky College
of Law. The opinions of Freiberg and Schwemm are based on data provided by Newsday. Their judgements do not
constitute legal conclusions.
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V.B. Evidence of Steering

Steering in real estate is a process by which agents attempt to guide prospective
homebuyers towards or away from or towards housing in a specific area. Originally, steering was
interpreted as guiding potential purchasers through verbal persuasion, but the concept of steering
has expanded to include any act which influences the choice of a buyer or impedes the purchase
of a home.93
Federal, state, and local laws prohibit real estate agents and brokers from steering
prospective buyers to certain communities based on race or ethnicity. Section 3604 of the Federal
Fair Housing Act makes it unlawful:
[t]o refuse to sell or rent after the making of a bona fide offer, or to refuse to
negotiate for the sale or rental of, or otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling
to any person because of race, color, religion, sex, familial status, or national
origin.94
Since he Fai H

i g Ac

passage, federal courts have interpreted the language to mean

that Congress intended to cover a broad range of activities

including race-based steering

recognizing that discrimination does not occur solely from refusals to sell property but also through
more subtle means.95
House hunters rely on representations made to them about the residents, schools, and public
services of an area. While prospective buyers may have access to other sources of information, the
behaviors of an agent or broker can deprive them of housing opportunities.

93

Neil C. Bruce, Real Estate Steering and the Fair Housing Act of 1968, 12 TULSA L. J. 758 (2013).
42 U.S.C. § 3604(a)
95
See Neil C. Bruce, Real Estate Steering and the Fair Housing Act of 1968, supra note 93.
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Contemporary steering tactics include restricting client access to properties,
misrepresentations to prospective purchasers, and selective advertising. Typically, steering is
based on the notion that the prospective buyer is either incompatible or unacceptable to the current
residents of a neighborhood or community due to the buyers race, religion or ethnicity, or
conversely, the residents of a neighborhood or community are unacceptable to that buyer due to
racial, religious, or ethnic differences. 96 The agent or broker directs the prospective buyer to an
area where they believe the buyer will be most comfortable. 97
Today, steering rarely entails an agent or broker openly refusing to sell based on the
ec i e b

e

e cei ed ace

e h ici ; a he , ee i g a d di c imi a i

cc

i

he

behavior of an agent or broker towards the buyer, such as the willingness of the broker to divulge
information regarding home values or schools to certain individuals but not to others.98
Directing homebuyers toward certain communities and away from others can have adverse
economic and social consequences for the disregarded communities. Research co-published in
2017 by Jacob Faber, Assistant Professor of Sociology at New York University, entitled
Investigating the Relationships Between Real Estate Agents, Segregation, and House Prices:
Steering and Upselling in New York State, makes the point that real estate agents have strong
incentives to steer buyers by race. 99 Faber, with his co-author Max Besbris, interviewed 45 real
estate agents in New York State, some of whom admitted to steering customers, stating it is what
the buyers and sellers want.100 The

d

ed

he

agents are incentivized to concentrate in

already non-Hispanic white, wealthy areas and upsell buyers within those areas, they likely play a

96
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le i

he

d ci

f

ice a d eg ega i

i

101

h e a ea .

Restricting the supply of

prospective buyers in a community can negatively impact homeowners interest and the potential
sale of property in the circumvented communities. Segregation nurtures the concentration of
poverty as well as the concentration of people of color, as the wealth accumulation associated with
home ownership is undercut for people of color because of their continued exclusion from more
favored neighborhoods.102
According to Newsday, in a class on fair housing held by the Long Island Board of Realtors
in October of 2018, the instructor

former board president Donald Scanlon

drive agents to make tough choices. 103 I

he 1900 , ee i g mea

said buyers often

b i gi g e

le f c l

one side of town or to a mixed side of town and bringing people who are white [to] the white side
of town, compared with today, Sca l
make ch ice

he e

li e ba ed

a ed, he
h

he a e

hibi ed

ac ice mea

h li e i

he a ea.

hel i g e le
104

Scanlon went

on to state of contemporary real estate sales:
He e i
dilemma: D b ers want to know who their neighbors are going to
be? Ab l el , he aid, addi g: N j
hei immedia e eighb b
h li e
i he a ea. Tha a im
a fac i hem maki g hei deci i
he he
b
. A d e ca hel hem i h ha . B
e e e a ked all he ime. 105
Scanlon then informed the class that knowing the makeup of a neighborhood is a significant
i

e, a d ha i i

h [age

violation.106 When asked

]ae
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ge . We a e ea

e lai hi mea i g behi d e

be e

a ed i

a ed, Sca l

a ee i g

a ed ha b
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often ask agents to engage in conduct that he perceives as steering. 107 He further opined on this
dilemma

a i g,

The age
da a e faced i h ha dilemma, [d] he d
ha he buyers ask
them to do and potentially violate the law, or are they very rigid? And then [buyers]
ill a , Well,
k
, a d
ld h me. S
h ae
h i g
me? Wha d I eed
f ? Thi i ha e e faci g .Tha h ea i i f r
age
ge e a ed. 108
Ne

da

investigation revealed that agents of many of the dominant residential

brokerage firms operating in Long Island help to perpetuate racial separation through the
prohibited act of steering. The agents working for these firms frequently directed white clients
towards areas with the highest white representations and minority clients to more integrated
communities. In 24% of the paired tests, agents directed white and minority buyers to different
communities through listings that had the earmarks of steering. 109
The agents tested by Newsday had 211 opportunities to recommend house listings to paired
e e

i eigh

f L g I la d

ed mi a l Black a d Hi a ic c mm i ie ; h

e e , he

agents largely avoided these areas, suggesting homes in these communities only 15 times. 110
According to Greg Squires, a professor of public policy at Georgetown University and a consultant
to fair housing groups and HUD, avoiding these predominantly minority communities, despite
each falling within the home search areas 211 times, constitutes steering based on racial
composition of a neighborhood regardless of the fact that the potential homebuyers of all races and
ethnicities were steered from these areas.111 Together, the 12 real estate companies included in
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Ne

da

i e iga i

ha e 218 b a ch ffice i Na a a d S ff lk c

ie , b

ffice

are in the eight predominantly minority communities of Long Island. 112
Ms. Lenora W. Long, a broker based in Hempstead, has experienced similar racial trends
in real estate sales in Long Island, with white agents employed by the large firms contacting her
about listings in Hempstead on behalf of a Black or Hispanic client. Ms. Long told Newsday that
in her 18 years as a broker in Hempstead, an agent from the North Shore or South Shore of Long
Island has never brought a white potential homebuyer to Hempstead.
Newsday conducted tests in 86 zones, 37 of which covered at least one of the eight
predominantly minority communities. Many of the tests covered geographically close
communities, giving agents the opportunity to recommend listings in multiple towns in a single
test.113 The average number of listings recommended in other Long Island communities was more
than twice the average in the eight predominantly minority communities.114 In the few instances
where agents provided listings within the minority communities, they gave the minority testers
nearly four times as many listings as the white tester, 115 to minority buyers and 32 to white
buyers.115
The imbalance in the listings offered in predominantly minority areas compared to
predominantly white ones is evident in their approach to individual communities:
Agents suggested Bethpage, Commack, East Northport and Hauppauge
90% white a total of 80 times, averaging 135 listings each time.

83 to

In contrast, agents suggested Roosevelt, Uniondale, Hempstead and Brentwood
1 to 21% white a total of 10 times, averaging 16 listings each time. 116
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In one paired test, agent Adelheid O B ie
e e

f C ach Real

hel fi d a $400,000 h me i hi 30 mi

community of Brentwood for both testers.117 I

e

me

i h a Black a d hi e

f Ba Sh e; O B ie a

ided he ea b

eaki g i h he hi e e e , O B ie

a ed he

would not want to be located in the Brentwood school districts. The Brentwood district has a
student body of 96% minority, predominantly Hispanic students.118 O B ie neither advised the
Black tester to avoid Brentwood nor mentioned the school district.119 Ne
c

la

al

e cei ed O B ie

beha i

c

i

e e ide ce f b ade

da

fair housing
ee i g; O B ie

provided the white tester with double the number of listings than given to the Black tester, 14
compared with seven.120 Addi i all , O B ie

ided the white tester with listings in areas that

averaged 84% white, compared with 70% white given to the Black tester. 121
Fair housing laws also bar real estate agents from discussing the backgrounds of residents
in a community as a form of verbal racial or ethnic steering. Agents are required to provide equal
guidance to potential homebuyers about interested communities. In several of Ne

da

paired

tests, agents provided differing information to white testers than their minority counterparts.
For example, Century 21 agent Raj Sanghvi warned a white tester about buying in
H

i g

, a i g he

d

a

g

he e. I

a mi ed eighb h

d, addi g [ ]

ha e

[w]hite, you have Black, you have Latinos, you have Indians, you have Chinese, you have Koreans;
e e

hi g.

122

Agent Sanghvi did not make similar statements to the Asian counterpart tester.
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Similarly, RE/MAX agent Joy Tuxson, in speaking about a predominantly minority
c mm i ,
d

a

ld a

hi e e e

a

ca

b

Im

g i g

c ack,

le

e d
j

a
a

hing in Wyandanch unless you
alk

he

ee .

123

In another possible example of disparate guidance, Keller Williams Realty Agent Le-Ann
Vic e

ld a Black e e , [e] e

e ci ed beca e he
lea e ki dl d

e he ice

me e ea ch

ime I ge a new listing in Brentwood, or a new client, I get
e le. In contrast, she urged the paired white tester to
he ga g ela ed e e

i

ha a ea f

afe , referring to

reported MS-13 gang murders in Brentwood.124
Overall, agents repeatedly provided Black testers with the smallest share of listings in
towns with the highest proportions of white residents, while the biggest share of listings were in
areas where white residents were less prevalent.125 Where white residents composed 20% or less
of the population, agents provided seven out of 10 listings to minority testers; only when white
residents composed 56% of the population did agents give most of the listings in a community,
63%, to white testers.126

V.C. Experiences Based on Race

After the testing was completed, Newsday revealed to testers the experiences of their
counterparts. Many of the testers felt that the results brought to light evidence of discrimination
that were hidden behind he

mile a d ha d hake

ffe ed b

he age

.127 Martine Hackett, a
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fe

f

blic heal h a H f a U i e i

a d

e f Ne

da

Black female e e ,

encountered evidence of disparate treatment with three of the seven agents she met. 128 Surprised
she received differing treatment compared with her white counterpart, she stated:
To sort of have the options to be limited in that way sort of makes me think about
ha
i
a e a ailable ha e le migh
k
ab . A d h
maki g
those ch ice ? Tha
he he hi g ha I feel, i ha he ch ice, i e m f he
choice of what would be theoretically the best choice for me and my family, was
sort of removed.129
An Asian tester, Alex Chao, after learning an agent declined to provide him with house
listings, but had provided them to his white counterpart, found the difference in treatment deeply
disturbing, Chao belie ed he

a

ea ed

fai l ,

a i g, [ ]ha

pretty outrageous and, of

course, offensive, upsetting to find out. You know you read about these things, you never think
he

ld ha e

.

130

The inequality of service data
treatment 40% of tests

eight percent of tests

compared with the data of disparate

demonstrates that much (though not all) of the contemporary

discrimination in real estate sales on Long Island is implicit, not explicit. Discriminatory conduct
materializes in the use of subtle practices, including steering and coded language. Discussions on
the quality of school districts and crime are used as a proxy for race. While explicit discrimination
is abhorrent and predominantly responsible for the residential segregation across the nation,
implicit discrimination

as evident in Long Island

is primarily responsible for allowing

segregation to persist.
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i.

Ne

Black Testers

da

de c e Black e e

e e ie ced di a a e

ea me

49% of the time

compared to white testers. 131 Newsday conducted 39 paired tests matching Black and white
potential homebuyers; in 19 of those tests, the evidence suggests Black homebuyers experienced
disparate treatment compared with their white counterparts. 132 With respect to Black potential
homebuye , Ne

da

ai ed e i g

ided he f ll

i g e ide ce:133

Black testers experienced disparate treatment (49%) at higher rates than did
Hispanic (39%) and Asian testers (19%).
In 11 cases, agents directed Black testers to different neighborhoods than their
matched white testers, showing evidence of steering.
In five instances, agents placed conditions on Black testers, amounting to the denial
of equal service compared with conditions requested of their matched white testers.
In three cases, agents either spoke about steering to the white tester but not the
matched Black tester or volunteered information about the ethnic makeup of
communities only to white testers.
Collectively, agents provided white testers an average of 50% more listings than
they gave to Black counterparts 39 compared with 26, including instances when
agents provided no listings to one tester.

The significant gap in listings offered between white and Black homebuyers, 39
compared with 26, respectively, was not present in paired tests involving Hispanic or Asian
homebuyers.134 Agents tested by Newsday gave both Hispanic and white testers an average
of 42 listings, and Asian testers received 18 listings compared with 22 given to their white
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counterparts.135 Limiting choices in real estate can help buyers toward and away from
certain communities; the withholding of information is a powerful tool used in steering.
While discrimination in real estate sales is prohibited under fair housing laws, bad actors
use more coded forms of discrimination, including directing homebuyers of different background
toward different communities

steering

or requiring minority home seekers to overcome higher

financial barriers than their white counterparts. Provided by Newsday, included below are
summaries of four tests that show evidence of the hidden disparate treatment of Black potential
h meb

e

i L g I la d; m e i f ma i

ca be f

d i Ne

da

e

, Long Island

Divided, including any agent and company responses.

Test 67 Age

di e

a B ack h

eb

e f

age

h

e

i P ai

ie

House search within 30 minutes of Bethpage and a maximum price of $550,000
Donna Rogers of Douglas Elliman Real Estate advised the white tester that $550,000 would
buy him access to houses requiring minimal renovations in Plainview and Bethpage, going as far
to reassure the white tester that she was confident of finding a home that fits the criteria.
A Black tester met with Rogers in October 2016, also seeking a home with the same
criteria. Rogers informed the Black tester that a $550,000 budget would limit choices in Plainview,
affirming that Plainview is out of the question give

he Black e e

h

e c i e ia. In lieu of

Plainview, Rogers suggested other possibilities to the Black tester Hicksville, East Meadow and
Farmingdale, which have school populations consisting of 33% white, 54% white and 65% white,
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respectively, compared with the more than 70% of white residents in Plainview and Bethpage.
Rogers did not offer these possibilities to the white tester.
Additionally, Rogers discussed school districts with both testers. Rogers informed the
white tester that Plainview and Bethpage have good school districts but neglected to share similar
information to the Black tester regarding the quality of the schools in Plainview or Bethpage,
telling the Black tester to independently research the school districts.
Rogers provided listings to the white tester in areas with a higher percentage of white
residents than in the areas suggested to the Black tester. Additionally, the listings offered to the
Black tester were located in school districts with higher minority representations.
Collectively, the whi e e e

li i g

five in Plainview and five in Bethpage

located in census tracts where white residents made up 82% f he

were

la i . The Black e e

listings, 11 in total, were spread among Hicksville, Levittown, Bethpage, East Meadow and
Farmingdale, located in tracts where white residents made up 72% of the population. According
to data provided by Zillow, there were more than 30 listings on the market in the Plainview ZIP
code on the dates of both tests.
Ne

da

fai h

i gc

l a , F eibe g, c cl ded ha he age

c mme

a d

conduct suggested racial steering. According to Schwemm, another consultant for Newsday, the
age

beha i

qualified as steering not because of the number of listings in the white areas, but

the total lack of listings for the Black tester in Plainview when the white tester received several in
the area.
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Test 76 Agent demands identification from Black tester but not white tester
House search within an hour of Manhattan and a maximum price of $600,000
A white tester met with Margaret Petrelli, of Realty Connect USA, in June 2016, informing
Petrelli of her listing criteria and also that she has a four-year-old son. Petrelli provided the white
tester with names of school distric , ci i g Wa agh a

bl e ibb

a d

i g Seaf d,

Plainedge, Bethpage, Levittown, Bellmore, North Bellmore and Merrick, all of which range from
79% to 92% white. Additionally, Petrelli informed the white tester of Massapequa, 91% white, but
excluded the area of Massapequa that falls within the neighboring Amityville district, stating
[ ]

e

g i g

like h e ch

l . Ami

ille ha a ch

l

la i

that is 92% Black

and Hispanic.
A Black tester met with Petrelli five months later, seeking listings with the same criteria as
the white tester. The Black tester informed Petrelli that school districts are an important factor, as
she had a four-year-old child. In contrast with the white tester, Petrelli did not provide the Black
tester with recommendations for school districts.
Petrelli provided the white tester with eight listings in Levittown and Wantagh, both of
which are 88% white, and gave the Black tester two listings in East Meadow and Hicksville, both
averaging 58% white.
More problematic still, Petrelli asked the Black tester for identification, but did not require
it of the white tester prior to embarking on house tours. To follow up on this discrepancy, a
Ne

da

e

e,

i g a he Black e e

h ba d, a ked ab

he ID e i eme ; Pe elli

asserted that it was the office policy to ask all customers for identification.
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Fred Freiberg c cl ded ha Pe elli

actions toward the Black tester constituted denial

of equal service, racial steering, and discriminatory treatment. Similarly, Schwemm stated the
actions are evidence of blatant inferior treatment of the Black tester and steering.

Test 96 Agent recommends 27 homes to Black tester, warns white tester of gangs
House search within 30 minutes of Brentwood and a maximum price of $400,000
A Black tester met with Le-Ann Vicquery of Keller Williams to discuss his housing criteria
in November 2016. Brentwood has the highest proportion of minority residents on Long Island; at
the time the community was 64% Hispanic, 14% Black, 18% white and 2% Asian.
I
e j ed
clie

e

e
ki g

. Vic e

he Black e e
i h clie

i Be

de i e f

a h me i B e

d, a i g ha he clie

a d he c lleag e Jea Gilli

e

d, Vic e
i Be

ed ha he
d a e he

ice

he Black e er 37 listings, 27 of which

centered on Brentwood in areas averaging 17% white.
A white tester met with Vicquery two months after the Black tester, requesting listings with
the same criteria. After sharing with Vicquery two listings of interest to the white tester, Vicquery
la e

ec mme ded ha he

li e. Vic e

hi e e e

e ea ed he

l ki

ece

a i g i a email

some research on the gang-related events in tha a ea f

ga g killi g i

he

he B e

hi e e e , a i g

d a ea

lea e ki dl d

afe .

In September of 2016, two months before Vicquery met with the Black tester, members of
the MS-13 gang allegedly murdered two teenage girls in Brentwood. The murders sparked intense
media coverage, both nationally and locally. Between the d

ble m de a d he Black e e

41

meeting with Vicquery, Newsday published 25 stories related to MS-13 activity in Brentwood.
Vicquery did not warn the Black tester about the presence of gang activity.
Vicquery shared 11 listings with the white tester, all of which were outside of Brentwood
and were communities whose census tracts averaged 86% white.
Acc di g
e am le f acial

Ne

da

fai h

ee i g. Vic e

i gc
di c

la
aged he

, Vic e

ac i

ide a e b

k

hi e e er from considering listings in

Brentwood because of recent gang killings and did not provide any listings in the area. Conversely,
Vic e

i f med he Black e e

ha he

ice

e le

e ide i B e

d,

idi g

multiple listings in the area and neglecting to share similar information regarding gang-related
activity. Consultant Schwemm, stated that this test is a classic example of modern steering, in that
racial epithets are no longer used, but the statements regarding gang violence and other situations
are mentioned only to the white tester.

Test 45 Agent states Freeport homes are a bad investment for white tester,
fine for Black tester
House search within 30 minutes of Garden City and a maximum price of $450,000
In June 2016, agent Diane Etri met separately with a white tester and a Black tester in
C ld ell Ba ke

Bellm e ffice, j

22 days apart. Etri focused the Black tester on Franklin

Square, a community that borders Garden City and is 65% white. Etri did not mention Franklin
Square to the white tester. For the white tester, Etri focused on communities approximately ten
miles from Garden City: Bellmore, 88% white and Merrick, 87% white.

42

After stating she wanted to ensure a long-term investment for the client, Etri advised the
white tester to avoid Freeport, a village with a population of 43,000 that adjoins Merrick and has
a predominantly minority population 42% Hispanic, 30% Black, 24% white and 1% Asian.
Speaking to the white tester, Etri stated
'[ ] a l
f e le ill a
me, Oh, I d
ca e. I ll ake F ee
a d
all he h e a e chea he e. I d
ca e ab
he ch l di ic . I d
ha e
a child e . I a , B
ha e
ec
i e me , '[ ]
e
really putting your m e i he igh lace, beca e
e i a bad ch l
di ic , a d ha
g d f e ell al e.
While E i imila l

ledged

ec he Black e e

i e me , E i

ided a

contrasting perspective on Freeport, stating the Black te e ca d F ee

a d ha he

like F ee

hi e,

. Addi i all , E i

a ea, a d al

ha Ea Mead

ld he Black e e ha R

e el , 1%

a

migh

a e ible

, 69% hi e, c ld be a li le had .

Collectively, Etri provided the white tester with 16 listings in Merrick, North Merrick,
Bellmore, North Bellmore and Wantagh, all within a 15-minute drive from Garden City. In
contrast, Etri provided the Black tester with seven listings, three across the border from Garden
City in Franklin Square, one that had a Garden City address but was in a district served by Franklin
Square schools and three listings in Merrick or Bellmore.
E i

ec mme da i

f

he

hi e e e

e e i ce

ac

he e

hi e residents

averaged 83% of the population, compared with the listings provided to the Black tester, where
census tracts averaged 76% white.
After showing the testers the results of their paired experience, the Black tester stated of
E i, [ ]he a

ee i g me

e a ea ha he fel ha , I guess, that she thought I would be more

comfortable in instead of giving me more of a variety of choices. What she did, as I said, she took
m ch ice

f he e

li e f m me.
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Acc di g

Ne

da

fai h

i gc

la

,E i

a eme

,c

led i h the kind

of home listings provided to each tester, suggest evidence of steering and is a classic example of
disparate treatment due to race, which is strictly prohibited under the Fair Housing Act.
The difference in advice provided to the testers, with greater advice provided to the white
tester than the Black tester, is an example of housing discrimination, particularly the different
statements about Freeport, which, according to Schwemm, can be presumed to be race-based
because they were only made to the white tester.

ii.

Hispanic Testers

Newsday recruited and trained five Hispanic testers to go undercover; all told, those testers
were met with evidence of disparate treatment 39% of the time.136 Paired with matching white
potential homebuyers, the five Hispanic testers went house hunting 31 times. Of those 31 times,
12 of the tests showed evidence of disparate treatment.137
Agents provided the Hispanic homebuyers with 12% less listings than the white
homebuyers in the paired tests, the gap larger in the predominantly white
communities of Rockville Centre, Oceanside, Roslyn, Levittown, Merrick and
Kings Park. In those communities, the agents provided white homebuyers with
seven times more house listings than to the matching Hispanic homebuyers.
Agents provided Hispanic testers with listings in 18 census tracts in the Town of
Huntington, picked listings in these areas for Hispanic testers at twice the rate
compared with white testers, 11 of the 18 tracts show growing Hispanic
populations.
In one case, an agent imposed more stringent requirements on a Hispanic tester than
a white tester, amounting to denial of equal service. 138
136
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The following three case histories, provided by Newsday, appear to show evidence
of the disparate treatment of Hispanic potential homebuyers.139 More information on these
ca e hi

ie ca be f

d i Ne

da

e

, Long Island Divided.

Test 42 An agent complains to a white house hunter that fair housing laws bar him
from warning buyers away from certain communities, offers the customer choices
in predominantly white areas and directs a Hispanic house hunter to predominantly
minority communities.
Test 07 An agent tells a white buyer that she would look in areas that surround a
predominantly minority community while telling the Hispanic buyer that she would
concentrate more on that community.
Test 87 A age ell a hi e c
me ha he migh be m e c mf able i a
ce ai dem g a hic a ea, a
he i ba ed f m alking about demographics
b add he c lleag e ill ed ca e he c
me , h m he de c ibe a a a dg .

The area of Huntington, Long Island, was recommended for Hispanic testers at a much
higher rate than for white buyers, even though none asked specifically to live in the area. 140 In
recent years, the white population in Huntington has dropped, while the Hispanic population has
steadily increased. In five tests, white and Hispanic potential homebuyers sought homes listed
between $450,000 to $500,000 within 20 or 30 minutes of Greenlawn or Northport (driving
distance from downtown Huntington) or a home worth $600,000 within 30 minutes of Syosset, an
area also encompassing Huntington. 141 Collectively, agents provided the testers 453 listings,
recommending 65% to Hispanic homebuyers.142 Among the 453 listings, agents provided 173
listings within the communities of Huntington, Huntington Station and South Huntington. 143 Of

139
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the total listings for these communities, 84% went to Hispanic buyers, with no agent providing a
majority of listings in these areas to a white potential homebuyer. 144 In five of the paired tests,
agents avoided Huntington altogether for white buyers.145
Acc di g

Ne

da s fair housing consultants, the gap in the amount of listings offered

to Hispanic and white buyers in three of the tests was significant enough to suggest that the agents
had steered Hispanic homebuyers into the Huntington area. 146 The three agents recommended
listings in the Huntington area 78 times to Hispanic testers and only three times to their white
counterparts, an imbalance of 96% for the Hispanic testers and four percent for white testers. 147 In
contrast, for six similar Black and white paired tests, agents recommended Huntington to the Black
tester 39% of the time.148

iii.

Asian Testers

Newsday recruited three Asian undercover homebuyers to participate in 16 paired tests.149
As a whole, Asian potential homebuyers experienced fewer instances of discrimination than Black
a d Hi a ic

e ial h meb

e

i Ne

da

tests. In all but three of the 16 tests, agents

provided comparable service to Asian and white potential homebuyers, constituting evidence of
discrimination 19% of the time.150

144
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The three exceptions included evidence that one real estate agent denied equal service to
an Asian tester compared with his white paired tester and two agents provided more information
about communities to white testers. 151 Notably, none of the tests pairing Asian and white
homebuyers showed evidence of steering. However, in its reporting, Newsday suggests that the
rate of discrimination in 19% of the tests reflects apparent personal discrimination against Asian
testers.152

iv.

White Testers

The e l

f Ne

da

h ee-year probe strongly indicate that there are privileges of

house hunting in Long Island as a white prospective buyer. In 40% of the 86 tests conducted,
evidence suggests that brokers subjected minority testers to disparate treatment when compared
with white testers. 153
In seven of the tests

eight percent of the total

real estate agents accommodated white

testers while imposing more stringent conditions on minority testers, which according to
Ne

da

fai h

i g e e , am

ed

he de ial f e al e ice. 154 These agents provided

ready service to white testers, offering listings to consider and conducting tours while taking on
faith that the white testers had the financial capability to purchase a home. 155 In contrast, the agents
denied similar service to minority testers, refusing to provide listings or give tours unless the tester
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provided proof of financial capability. 156 Black testers received the denial of service most
frequently, in five of the tests, followed by one Hispanic and one Asian test each. 157
Three Long Island communities

Merrick, Levittown and Rockville Centre

emerged in

the investigation as areas agents overwhelmingly chosen for white potential homebuyers. 158 The
communities are predominantly white, ranging from 75% to 88% white.159 While none requested
listings in these areas, seven real estate agents specifically suggested them almost exclusively to
white potential homebuyers. 160 The seven agents gave white potential homebuyers 13 times more
listings in those three areas than they provided to matching minority homebuyers. 161 Two agents
provided listings only to their white potential homebuyers.162

V.D. Training

Licensed agents and brokers in New York State are responsible for adhering to federal and
state fair housing standards in their real estate practice. To assess the quality of fair housing
training, Newsday sent representatives to attend six fair housing training classes sponsored by the
Long Island Board of Realtors.163 Experts, consulted by Newsday, allege five of the six classes
failed
c

e .

ade

a el

c e fai h

i g, de c ibi g he i

ci

a

h cki g[l ] hi

i

164

156
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Eight fair housing experts who reviewed transcripts and notes of the training classes found
ha i fi e f he i cla e , i

c

i c m le e, c f i g

a i a d

ab

lacki g i

e h ic a d eligi

g

ided i f ma i
ali .

165

ha

a

eg la l

i acc a e,

Comments by some of the instructors

i ked ei f ci g di c imi a

a i de ,

ih

ei

c

likening fair-housing laws to speed limits faced by a cab driver rushing a customer to the airport,
ai g [ ]

ge

ch

e

he he

b eak he la .

166

Only one of the six classes included

the required three hours of fair housing law instruction. 167 The instructors whose classes were
reviewed included one current and three former presidents of the Long Island Board of Realtors,
including one of whom is now an attorney for the Board.168
According to Newsday, of the six classes reviewed, one included only 20 minutes on fair
housing, another only 35 minutes, and three ranging from about 50 minutes to two hours. Only
one of the instructors, Nicholas Gigante, a former president of the Long Island Board of Realtors,
met the state-mandated three hours of fair housing instruction.169
Diane Scalza, current president of the Long Island Board of Realtors, taught two courses
observed b Ne

da ; he L g I la d B a d f Real

i led Read , Se , B

! Re e e i g a B

eb i e de c i i

e i a Real E a e T a ac i ,

f Scal a c
mi ed

e,

i cl de

the mandated three hours of fair housing instruction. 170
According to Newsday, in one of the sessions, Scalza spent a mere 20 minutes discussing
fair housing. Scalza instructed that landlords and agents may not ask potential buyers or renters
about their familial or religious backgrounds, stated discrimination on sexual preference is illegal
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a d

ed ha a age

ca

f lfill a clie

e

e f

a h me i a Je i h eighb h

d.

171

Despite her instruction on illegal inquiries, Scalza asked the class if anyone was Jewish, even
e i gf

he , a ki g

e

de , [y]

e

O h d

,a e

?

172

Aside from the 20-minute segment, Scalza only made one other comment on the topic,
stating how school district preferences can become proxies for race in real estate sales, providing
the following example of one client:
She did
a Ba Sh e beca e he did like he ch l di ic . I ha e ell
you, Bay Shore is actually a good school district. What people are really saying is
ha he e
ma mi i ie he e. Y
eed mi i ie . Y ca g
without minorities. You have to work with other people of all different sizes,
shapes, colors, creeds, whatever. 173
In a second session observed by Newsday, Scalza asked a few class members to identify
themselves, including the Newsday reporter. In this class, Scalza discussed fair housing for about
90 minutes, only informing the members about six of the seven federally protected classes. 174
Scalza did not discuss the other characteristics that provide additional protections under state and
local fair housing laws.175 In warning students not to use offensive language, Scalza recalled using
an anti-Semitic stereotype to a Jewish friend and repeated an Italian-language slur for Black
Americans.176 She also recalled standing up to a seller who tried to prevent a sale to a mixed-race
c
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five experts unanimously concluded that the presentations lacked basic information necessary to
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bias could reinforce stereotypes rather than dispel them.178 In her response to an invitation to speak
with Newsday, Scalza stated the anecdotes of prejudice were intended to educate the class about
ways people may offend others or discriminate, stating the purpose of her examples are to:
[T]ell my students, when you put that Realtor hat on you have to leave your
ej dice a he d
I ca
ell e le
be ej diced. Tha a m al hi g.
But what I can do is, I can give them examples of everyday things that happen that
you may not realize that you say, that you do, and how is that affecting those
e le? Tha
eall ha I m i g ge ac
.179
Newsday also evaluated a course instructed by former LIBOR president Donald Scanlon.
In reviewing transcripts of the hour and 50 minutes Scanlon spent discussing fair housing issues,
two fair housing training experts found his instruction to be incomplete, confusing, and
occasionally inaccurate. 180
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He then told the class it is their choice to get
u know how you can get caught and you can

ca decide.

182

Scanlon told the class he had three rules to impart regarding fair housing. The first, relating
to how to proceed if charged with violating the law, is that [i]

al a
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In discussing the coverage of federal, state and local fair housing laws, Scanlon informed
the agents that those included in the protected classes have increased over the decades, stating
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As part of its review of the quality of training, Newsday asked the Department of State
about its monitoring of continuing education classes from 2016 to 2018. The Department of State
is responsible for licensing agents and brokers and for supervising the continuing education of
licensed agents and brokers. The Department informed Newsday that it monitored four classes in
January and February of 2019, all of which were in compliance. 188
Nicholas Gigante, who has previously served as president of LIBOR and was found to have
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VI.

SENATE INVESTIGATIVE HEARINGS

On December 12, 2019, the Senate Standing Committees on Investigations and
Government Operations, Housing, and Consumer Protection held a joint public hearing to gather
testimony and gain insight about potential legislative responses to allegations of housing
discrimination on Long Island. The hearing was a direct response to the Newsday investigation
concerning racial discrimination and evidence of unequal treatment by real estate agents on Long
Island.
The December hearing included the testimony of local government officials, fair housing
e e , Ne
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,

Arthur Browne, Project Director for Newsday, and one real estate executive. In total, 76
individuals were invited to testify, 68 of whom were either real estate agents (35) or representatives
f eal e a e c m a ie (33) ha

eei

l ed i Ne

da

story. Of those 68 real estate

professionals invited to testify, only one individual agreed to testify: Ryan Gorman, the President
and Chief Executive Officer of NRT, the company-owned real estate brokerage operations of
Realogy Holding Corp, which operates as Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage, the Corcoran
G

, Ci i Habi a a d S heb

I e a i al Real

i

he tate of New York.

The refusal of agents and brokers to provide testimony at the December 2019 hearing left
gaps in the information needed to develop a legislative response to the allegations raised by
Newsday. Understanding the significance of receiving this testimony, the Senate took the rare step
of issuing subpoenas to compel testimony of agents and brokers at a follow up hearing. In total,
33 individuals were subpoenaed from six real estate companies, all of whom had been invited to
testify at the original December 2019 hearing, but had refused to attend or submit written
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testimony. In addition to compelling testimony at the second hearing, the Senate issued subpoenas
duces tecum

el e (12) i di id al , e e e a i e
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investigation, requesting the following information and documentation:
1. Any and all corporate policies, training materials and staff manuals concerning
compliance or non-compliance with the federal Fair Housing Act and any similar
state or local laws in effect and/or provided to staff between April 1, 2016 and
December 31, 2019;
2. Any and all documents and/or communications in your custody and control
pertaining to the individuals serving as paired testers in the Newsday investigation
of real estate agents on Long Island, later identified by Newsday to be ([real estate
agents]), between April 1, 2016 and December 31, 2019;
3. Any and all records of real estate sales brokered and/or otherwise facilitated by
([real estate agents]), closing between January 1, 2019 and December 31, 2019; and
4. Any and all non-privileged documents and/or communications in your custody
and control relating to internal investigations or disciplinary proceedings ([real
estate agents]), made between April 1, 2016 and December 31, 2019.

The follow up hearing, initially scheduled for April 17, 2020, was meant to give the
individuals who did not appear during the first hearing the chance to testify and provide
information regarding housing discrimination on Long Island. The hearing was also expected to
include testimony from experts on fair housing laws, best practices for ensuring compliance and
related matters. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the April 17, 2020, hearing was
postponed and rescheduled for September 17, 2020. The following individuals testified at the
follow up hearing:
Douglas Elliman
Ann Conroy, Chief Executive Officer
Donna Rogers, Agent
Francia Perez, Agent
Judi Ross, Agent
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Lisa Casabona, Agent
Keller Williams Greater Nassau
Richard Amato, Broker in charger
Compass
Kevin Geddie, Agent
Charles Rutenberg Realty
Joseph Moshe, Broker and Owner
Stephanie Giordano, Agent
Maurice Jonson, Agent
Edwin Torres, Agent
RE/MAX Beyond
Alan Eldridge, Broker
Joy Tuxson, Broker and Agent
Christopher Hubbard, Broker and Agent
Coldwell Banker Realty
Rosaria Marando, Agent
Akhtar Somekh, Agent
Rosalind Resnick, Agent
Fair Housing Experts
D . Jac b Fabe , A cia e P fe
, Ne Y k U i e i
R be F. Wag e
School of Public Service
Dr. Max Besbris, Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of Madison
Wisconsin
Elaine Gross, President and CEO, Erase Racism
Fred Freiberg, Founder and Executive Director, Fair Housing Justice Center
The day before the hearing, four individuals from Realty Connect USA notified the Senate
they would not comply with their subpoenas and declined to testify before the Committees. In
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e

subpoenas. After discussion between counsel and Senate personnel, the four individuals agreed to
testify on Friday, September 25, 2020. The following individuals testified on that date:
Bart Cafarella, Broker and Owner
Reza Amiryavari, Agent
Joseph Jannace, Agent
Margaret Petrelli, Agent
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VII. INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Housing discrimination manifests in many forms and occurs in all aspects of the industry,
including rentals, real estate sales, and mortgage lending. In 2019, there were 28,880 reported
complaints of housing discrimination in the United States. 190 Of these complaints, 21,117 (73%)
were processed by fair housing organizations, 1,771 (6.1%) complaints were processed by HUD,
5,953 (20%) were processed by FHAP agencies, and 39 (0.14%) were processed by the United
States Department of Justice. 191 Race-based complaints constituted 16% of all 2019 complaints,
second to disability complaints at 59%.192
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housing discrimination on the basis of race has been occurring for decades. In the mid-2000s, the
National Fair Housing Alliance (NFHA) conducted a multi-year, multi-city real estate sales
investigation, which found an 87% rate of racial steering. 193 The study consisted of 145 matched
pair tests in 12 cities. Many of the testers were provided listings or shown homes only in
neighborhoods occupied pred mi a l b

e le f he e e

ace. 194

In one test, a real estate agent in Brooklyn drew red lines on a map around white
eighb h

d i

hich he

hi e e e

indicate to the tester the neighborh
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e e cha gi g.

195

ld be limi ed, a d ed a
In Atlanta, another agent brought

two sets of listings to a meeting with a tester, explaining that he could not tell if the tester was
190

2020 Trends Report, Fair Housing in Jeopardy: Trump Administration Undermines Critical Tools for Achieving
Racial Equity, National Fair Housing Alliance (2020), available at: https://nationalfairhousing.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/09/NFHA-2020-Fair-Housing-Trends-Report.pdf.
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white or Black over the phone; when he saw the tester was white, he discarded one set of listings,
saying he would not need those houses. 196 The white tester only viewed homes in predominantly
white neighborhoods, even after asking the agent to view a home in an integrated neighborhood. 197
Simila
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i e iga i

e ealed evidence that real estate

agents used school quality as a proxy for race and as a mechanism to steer potential homebuyers
based on race. In addition, agents refused to provide services to clients of color, showed home
seekers of color far fewer listings than their white counterparts, provided inaccurate information
to borrowers of color, made inappropriate statements based on race, and imposed higher
requirements on clients of color. 198
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in Long Island imparts a clear message: the goals of fair housing laws are far from realized.
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with such divisions purposefully maintained by the actions of many of those entrusted with helping
people achieve one of the ultimate American dreams: homeownership.
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an absolute need for government to better engage this crisis, particularly given the fact that
government, along with other major institutions, played an enormous role in establishing
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Addressing the rampant housing discrimination in New York should be a statewide
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ensure fair housing opportunities for all New Yorkers, regardless of their perceived race or
ethnicity. While enacting additional legislation is only one step towards a more just housing
market, it is a necessary step. As Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall noted, "[t]here is very
little truth in the old refrain that one cannot legislate equality. Laws not only provide concrete
benefits, they can even change the hearts of men

some men, anyhow

for good or evil."200

The legislative and policy recommendations included in this report are derived from the
C mmi ee
Ne

da

i e iga i e fi dings; they represent the culmination of information gathered from
Long Island Divided, witness testimony, subpoenaed documents, policy meetings, and

committee research. Heading into the current legislative session, the Committees strongly
encourage State agencies, Members of the Legislature, and other elected and government officials,
and the real estate industry to develop and pursue reforms that seek to address this fair housing
crisis. As the 2021 legislative session begins, the Committees strongly encourage State agencies,
Members of the Legislature, and other elected and government officials to develop and pursue the
reforms identified below that seek to address this fair housing crisis.
Develop a New York State Fair Housing Strategy
More Proactive Enforcement of Fair Housing Laws
– Investigate and enforce fair housing laws through testing
– Increase funding to support fair housing efforts
– Mandate statewide collection of demographic data
Licensing and Renewal Training Requirements
– Enhance the training required for licensed real estate agents and brokers
– Ensure effective curriculum and quality of training instruction
– Ensure quality of course instructors
– Rescind rule requiring classes be recorded
Increased Penalties and Broader Accountability
– Increase penalties for violating fair housing laws
– Improve broker supervision of agents
200

Gilbert King, DEVIL IN THE GROVE: THURGOOD MARSHALL, THE GROVELAND BOYS, AND THE DAWN OF NEW
AMERICA (2012).
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– Require brokers to standardize their policies for all home seekers
Ensure that Government at All Levels is Part of the Solution
– Require state and local governments to affirmatively further fair housing
Brokerage Industry Reforms
– Open offices in communities of color
– Disseminate a model fair housing policy
– Create a more diverse real estate sales force

VII.A. Develop a New York State Fair Housing Strategy

New York State requires a well-resourced, proactive, and better coordinated fair housing
strategy. While existing fair housing standards are fundamental, the State must incorporate other
initiatives that reinforce the goals of fair housing laws to eradicate residential segregation and its
harmful consequences on people and communities, especially those of color. The Committees
recommend the State pursue the establishment of the following initiatives, which are necessary in
addressing the systemic discrimination in housing that exists statewide, not just in Long Island.

VII.B. More Proactive Enforcement of Fair Housing Laws

Upon conclusion of this investigation, the Committees find that the failure to prioritize fair
housing standards at all levels of government has significantly contributed to the contemporary
eg ega i
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discriminatory practices of private actors, those practices have been facilitated and supported by
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governmental action

or inaction

perpetuating the established residential segregation on Long

Island.201
According to Fred Freiberg, Co-Founder and Director of the Fair Housing Justice Center,
the Division has neglected its obligation to ensure equal opportunity in housing.202 While the Fair
Housing Justice Center has brought evidence of discrimination directly to the Division, the Center
generally chooses to seek private rights of action because of their previous poor experiences with
the Division.203 The Division, after reviewing the alleged conduct, will dismiss the allegations
despite their obviously discriminatory nature. 204 S eaki g f he Fai H

i gJ

ice Ce e

interactions with the Division, Mr. Freiberg testified:
But we've had a dismal experience, frankly, with that. Every time we've gone to the
State Division of Human Rights, we practically had to go to an Article 78 in state
court and have their decisions overturned. And we succeed each time, too. 205
As characterized by Mr. Freiberg, housing discrimination has been a low priority for the
Division, which has neglected to investigate and sanction bad actors. 206
Similarly, when asked to rank on a scale from one to 10 how seriously the Department of
State treats housing discrimination currently
most serious

one being little to no seriousness and 10 being the

Fred Freiberg and Elaine Gross f L

g I la d ERASE Raci m responded, minus

one and zero, respectively. 207
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On February 14, 2016, Governor Cuomo announced the launch of a Fair Housing
Enforcement Program, an initiative to uncover discrimination in rental and home sale
transactions.208 Under this program, the Division of Housing and Community Renewal is
authorized to participate in using trained fair housing testers to test for discriminatory bias amongst
sellers and landlords. 209 However, according to Freiberg, this program is no longer active. 210
Governor Cuomo also directed the Division of Human Rights and the Department of State to
propose new regulations to strengthen housing enforcement efforts. 211 The Governor also directed
the Division of Human Rights to promulgate regulations that would clarify that it is an unlawful
practice under the State Human Rights Law to discriminate against individuals because of their
relationship or association with members of a protected class. 212
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Decembe 16, 2019, G e
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regulations for real estate agents to help combat housing discrimination. The new regulations
mandate enhanced disclosures by real estate professionals to help potential homebuyers and renters
receive adequate information of their rights and protections under Fair Housing laws. The new
regulations, adopted on April 21, 2020, provide for additional fair housing protections:
19 NYCRR 175.29 Notification of Fair Housing Laws. Requires real estate
brokers to ensure that each licensed real estate agent associated with such broker
provides to a prospective purchaser, tenant, seller, or landlord upon first substantive
contact the Fair Housing and Anti-Discrimination Disclosure, furnished by the
Department of State. The party that provides the disclosure notice must obtain a
signed acknowledgement from the prospective client and retain such signed notice
for no less than three years.
208

Press Release, New York State Governor Andrew Cuomo, Governor Cuomo Announces Initiative to Strengthen
S a e A i-Discrimination Efforts (Feb. 14, 2016), available at: https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governorcuomo-announces-initiative-strengthen-states-anti-discrimination-efforts.
209
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19 NYCRR 175.29 Posting of Fair Housing Laws. Requires the new Fair Housing
and Anti-Discrimination Notice to be displayed in the window of each office
operated by a real estate broker, on all websites operated by real estate licensees,
and at each open house.
19 NYCRR 177.9 Video Recording and Record Preservation. Requires each
entity, approved to provide instruction pertaining to fair housing and/or
discrimination in the sale or rental of real property or an interest in real property, to
ec d each Fai H i g c
e i i e i e , a d mai ai
ch ec di g for
a period of one year.
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statement expressing their collective view that the proposed regulations were an inadequate step
toward ensuring equal housing opportunity for all New Yorkers.213 While recognizing the good
intentions behind improving consumer knowledge of fair housing laws, the groups explained that
increasing notification alone will be not result in ridding the housing market of discrimination. 214
Increased education often will not permit consumers to exercise their rights because as discussed
above in many cases they are completely unaware that they are being discriminated against. 215
The e im
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necessity for further governmental oversight of professionals in the real estate industry. New York
State laws and regulations allow for too much self-monitoring of anti-discriminatory behavior as
the major enforcement mechanism to ensure equal and fair housing opportunities. Proactive
outside oversight is crucial in ensuring that those who hold the keys to communities across the

213

Craig Waletzko, An Open Letter to Governor Cuomo, FAIR HOUSING JUSTICE CENTER (Jan. 30, 2020), available
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State are meeting their fair housing obligations. The Committees strongly recommend that the
Department of State, the Division of Human Rights, and New York State Homes and Community
Renewal reevaluate and strengthen their current fair housing efforts, including implementing and
supporting the following recommendations.

i.
Recommendation: Investigate and Enforce Fair Housing Laws Through
Testing
As the Newsday investigation demonstrates, and as fair housing experts have testified, fair
housing testing is an invaluable tool to identify

and subsequently eliminate

discriminatory

practices. Contemporary housing discrimination has evolved since the beginning of the fair
housing movement; discrimination, once overt, is now much more subtle. Mechanisms like coded
language, steering, provision of unequal services, and the placement of greater financial
requirements on minority homebuyers are employed to maintain residential segregation. These
mechanisms occur in such a subtle manner, many are unaware that discrimination has occurred.
According to testimony at the Senate hearings, bad actors have learned to conceal illegal
conduct, calling into question the validity of the complaint-responsive approach that most public
agencies have adopted to enforce fair housing laws.216 Testers who participated in the Newsday
investigation repeatedly stated that they did not realize they had been subjected to unequal
treatment by real estate agents until they learned from recordings and other evidence how their
counterparts had been treated.217 Needless to say, in ordinary circumstances, prospective
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with other prospective homebuyers. If victims of housing discrimination are unaware that their fair
housing rights are being violated, complaints will not be filed. Without complaints, no enforcement
action will occur, and the unlawful practices will continue.218
While public agencies should continue to investigate complaints of discrimination
thoroughly and expeditiously, he S a e fai h

i g e f ceme

a adigm m

hif

ad a

strategy that places a greater emphasis on the proactive enforcement and use of fair housing testing
to uncover subtle and systemic forms of housing discrimination. 219 Fair housing testing, as
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discrimination in the housing industry.
Senate Bill 112, sponsored by Senator Kaplan, directs the Attorney General to conduct
yearly fair housing testing through the use of fair housing testing, and report the annual testing
results to the Governor and the Legislature. The annual testing report includes the number of tests
conducted, the number of instances of possible discrimination found, and any resulting
enforcement action brought as a result of fair housing testing. This bill also permits the Attorney
General to contract with a non-profit organization that operates a fair housing program and has
expertise in conducting fair housing testing for at least two years to execute any or all of its testing
obligations.220 The Committees recommend the Legislature pursue passage of S112 in the 2021
legislative session.
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ii.

Recommendation: Increase Funding to Support Fair Housing Efforts

Funding for systemic fair housing testing across New York State is crucial. The State does
not currently provide funding to support the efforts of fair housing organizations, that rely upon
limited funds available through the federal government. 221 The Fair Housing Justice Center
conducts, on average, 200 paired tests a year; the State does not assist in funding these tests. 222
There are six fair housing groups operating in New York State, none of which receive any funding
from the State to support its activities. 223 The Fair Housing Justice Center has a contract with the
City of New York for $20,000 to conduct source-of-income testing; a comparable fair housing
organization based in Los Angeles receives $900,000 from the City and County of Los Angeles. 224
A F eibe g e ified,
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e e i a fai -housing desert here when it comes to resources and funding

225

Pursuant to Real Property Law, the fee to receive or renew a real estate broker and agent
license are $155 and $55, respectively. According to data maintained by the Department of State,
as of December 2, 2020, there are 52,748 licensed brokers and 77,830 licensed real estate agents
in New York State.226 Implementing a minor surcharge on the licensing fees for brokers and agents
would provide significant funding dedicated to fair housing testing efforts statewide. As renewals
are required every two years, an estimated 26,000 brokers and 38,000 agents will pay fees of $150
and $55 annually, respectively; if, for example, a minor surcharge of $30 is added to the broker

221
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license fee and $10 to the agent license fee, over $1 million could be earmarked to fund fair housing
efforts. The Committees recommend amending Real Property Law Section 441-b to implement a
surcharge on the licensing fee of real estate brokers and agents

funds dedicated to sponsoring

statewide testing, as well as fair housing counselors, whose work has been shown to result in more
equitable outcomes, and better integrated communities.227 The additional funding will enable the
State to act against discrimination without the prompt of a news organization.
Senate Bill 2133, sponsored by Senator Skoufis proposes to enact such a surcharge on
broker and salespersons licenses, designating that the funds be used for statewide fair housing
testing efforts. The Committees strongly encourage the Legislature pursue the passage of this bill
in the 2021 legislative session.

iii.

Recommendation: Mandate Statewide Collection of Demographic Data

As discussed in this report, outside oversight is necessary to ensure those in the real estate
industry are meeting their fair housing obligations. One possible tool to ensure standards are met
would be the statewide collection of data on demographics of prospective homebuyers and renters
who seek the advice of in real estate brokers and agents, and the outcomes of their interactions.
The Committees recommend the Legislature enact a statute similar to the Home Mortgage
Disclosure Act, which requires every mortgage lender to disclose data to the federal government
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application decision, and, where applicable, the price of the loan. A similar mandate for the real
estate brokerage industry
regarding their clients

such as requiring brokers to disclose demographic information

would help to identify and potentially reduce discriminatory patterns,

implicit biases, and other concerning indicators.228
It is imperative that the State be proactive in identifying eliminating housing discrimination
and affirmatively identify bad actors. Developing, maintaining and monitoring such data in a
timely manner will allow the State to better understand the dynamics of the housing market as
experienced by people of various races and ethnicities, and will enable both the state and realty
firms to review their progress in promoting fair housing goals and treating clients equally without
regard for their race or ethnicity. Senate Bill 2525, sponsored by Senator Kavanagh would
establish this data reporting requirement. The Committees recommend the Legislature pursue
passage of this bill in the 2021 legislative session.

VII.C. Licensing & Renewal Training Requirements

i.
Recommendation: Enhance the Training Required for Licensed Real
Estate Agents and Brokers
The C mmi ee
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f Ne Y k S a e real estate training requirements and standards related to

fair housing. In order to qualify for a real estate salesperson (agent) license, an applicant must
complete 75 hours of instruction approved by the Secretary of State and pass an examination
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administered by the Department of State. All licensed real estate agents must renew their license
every two years and are required to complete 22.5 hours of continuing education instruction,
including at least three hours of instruction pertaining to fair housing and discrimination.
The 75 hours of required instruction for new licensees is less time than many other states
require. For example, Texas requires new real estate agents to complete 180 hours of instruction;
California requires 135 hours; Colorado 162 hours; Oregon 150 hours; Ohio 120 hours; Utah 120
hours; South Dakota 116 hours; Delaware 99 hours; Kentucky 96 hours; Arizona 90 hours; Idaho
90 hours; Indiana 90 hours; Louisiana 90 hours; Nevada 90 hours; New Mexico 90 hours;
Oklahoma 90 hours; and West Virginia 90 hours. The State of New York could increase mandated
instruction hours without unduly burdening those interested in becoming licensed agents. 229 The
topic of fair housing constitutes less than five percent of the curriculum of the state-mandated
course required to become a licensed real estate agent.230 The Committees recommend the 75 hour
instruction requirement for real estate agent licenses be increased to at least 77 hours by increasing
the fair housing training from four hours to six hours.
In order to qualify for licensure as a real estate broker, an applicant must have at least two
years of experience as a licensed real estate agent or at least three years of experience in the general
real estate field, or a combination of both; have satisfactorily completed both the qualifying
salesperson (agent) course of 75 hours and an additional 45 hours broker course; and pass an
examination administered by the Department of State. 231 In evaluating relevant experience, the
Department of State utilizes a point system that takes into consideration the amount and type of
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qualifying activities performed and assigns a weighted value to each function. To qualify for a
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points. To qualify based on equivalent experience in general real estate business, applicants must
accumulate 5,250 points.
The Department of State has the responsibility and authority to determine such
qualifications for the licensing of real estate brokers. In consultation with industry stakeholders,
the Committees strongly urge the Department of State to reevaluate the necessary experience
points required for brokers, increasing from 3500 to 6000 points for those with at least two years
of experience as an agent and from 5250 from 7550 for those with three years of experience in the
field or those who are applying using a combination of experience. In addition, the Committees
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including additional hours dedicated to fair housing and discrimination,

as well as the responsibility of a broker to ensure agents under their license are fulfilling fair
housing obligations.
Senate Bill 2132, sponsored by Senator Skoufis, proposes to enhance the training
requirements of real estate brokers and agents by requiring that the content of instruction pertaining
to fair housing and discrimination include, but not be limited to, courses on (1) the legacy of
segregation, unequal treatment, and historic lack of access to opportunity in housing; (2) unequal
access to amenities and resources on the basis of race, disability, and other protected
characteristics; (3) federal, state, and local fair housing laws and (4) anti-bias training. In addition,
this bill will increase the mandatory hours of instruction required for a real estate broker license
from at least 77 hours to 152 hours. The content must also include instruction on the responsibility
of a broker f
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in compliance with his or her obligations under applicable federal, state, and local fair housing
laws. S2132 will also require applicants for real estate agents to complete at least 77 hours of
courses. The Committees further recommend Senate Bill 538A, sponsored by Senator Kaplan,
which proposes to incorporate two hours of implicit bias training as part of an agent's 22.5-hour
continuing education instruction. Realtor testimony at the Senate hearings made it clear that a
greater emphasis on implicit bias is needed as part of the ongoing training that agents receive every
two years. The Committees recommend the Legislature pursue the passage of the aforementioned
bills in the 2021 session.

ii.
Recommendation: Ensure Effective Curriculum and Quality of Training
Instruction
The investigation revealed that the quality of curriculum developed for licensees
it was instructed

and how

was staggeringly inadequate. The content of training courses, reviewed by fair

housing experts, was often inaccurate, incomplete or confusing, and lacking in quantity and
quality.232 According to fair housing experts consulted by Newsday, only one of the six classes
reviewed included the required three hours of fair housing law instruction. 233 In two classes,
conducted by the same instructor, experts unanimously concluded that the instruction lacked basic
information necessary to ensure agents understand and adhere to fair housing laws. 234
Additionally, the experts noted that when the instructors made statements regarding racial and
religious bias, the instructor warned students not to use offensive language, but then repeated
offensive terms in anecdotes

reinforcing stereotypes rather than dispelling them. 235 In another
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class analyzed by fair housing experts, an instructor informed the class that the purpose of the
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to inform the class of the purpose of fair housing laws.236
With few exceptions, those eal e a e age

ha e ified a he C mmi ee

Se embe

17, 2020, hearing denied not only partaking in any unlawful or unethical behavior, despite
Ne
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, but most also denied having ever witnessed

such behavior from colleagues. Additionally, representatives from the corporations also testified
their agents did not participate in any discriminatory behavior. One agent, Donna Rogers, of
Douglas Elliman, provided an unsubstantiated opinion on the quality of schools in a certain area
to a white tester, while instructing a paired Black tester to conduct his own research on school
quality and cautioning that online ratings may not be the best indicators. 237 In her testimony to the
Committees, Ms. Rogers claimed the difference in statements made to the white and Black tester
was due to the fact that in between the respective tests, she attended trainings which taught her
how discussing the quality of schools can be considered steering.
Rosalind Resnick, an agent for Coldwell Banker, made statements about the racial or
religious makeup of a community, an act specifically prohibited by the Fair Housing Act. In her
testimony before the Committees, Ms. Resnick stated she believed her lack of experience at the
time the tests were conducted contributed to her violation, explaining that, at the time of the tests,
she had only been in the industry just over a year. 238 Despite being a fully-licensed real estate
agent, and thus having successfully completed the mandated 75 hours of instruction and the
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examination administered by the Department of State, Ms. Resnick engaged in conduct that might
be in violation of fair housing standards, attributing her failure to do so to her lack of experience.
While Ms. Resnick was one of the few individuals who apologized for her error, lack of experience
should not be an impediment to agents meeting their fair housing obligations if they are properly
trained before they are licensed. The real estate licensure courses, approved by the Secretary of
State, should enable all applicants to meet their fair housing obligations once they are in the field.
Another tester, Francia Perez, agent for Douglas Elliman, was identified by Newsday as
providing differential treatment in the provision of services for a white and Asian tester. Although
neither tester received preapproval financing, Ms. Perez was reluctant to provide services to the
Asian tester, withholding listings from the Asian tester for five weeks, while she accepted the word
of the white tester that they prequalified, and provided listings and a house tour to the white tester,
within four days of their initial meeting. 239 Whe a ked ab
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Conscious intent to discriminate is not necessary for a violation of the fair housing laws.
The Supreme Court, in Texas Dept. of Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive Community
Project, Inc.,241 held that disparate-impact claims are cognizable under the Fair Housing Act,
reasoning that the statutory language of the FHA focuses on the consequences of the actions in
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i e . 242 In reaching its conclusion that the FHA encompasses

disparate-impact claims, the Court ruled:
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Recognition of disparate-impact liability under the FHA also plays a role in
uncovering discriminatory intent: It permits plaintiffs to counteract unconscious
prejudices and disguised animus that escape easy classification as disparate
treatment. In this way disparate-impact liability may prevent segregated housing
patterns that might otherwise result from covert and illicit stereotyping. 243
Based on testimony provided, it is evident there is a deep misunderstanding among those
in the real estate industry

agents and brokers

that fair housing laws are not violated if the actor

did not intend to discriminate. The content of instruction on intent and housing discrimination, as
Alla R. Eld idge, b ke f

RE/MAX Be
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244

In explaining

a dard originated, Mr. Eldredge explained:

Well, I think, first of all, that the past training that we've had in this area is is
woefully inadequate. I mean, we have to take three I think it's three hours of fair
housing every two years. I've had agents, you know, 10 years, they take the same
course every 2 years. So, I mean they've had 15 hours of fair housing, but they've
heard the same over and over and over, and it goes back to citing, you know, when
the first law was enacted back in 1867. And the next law was enacted in 1879, and
then 1912, rather than really getting into the crux of the issues.245
It is the opinion of the Committees that courses discussing fair housing and discrimination
must include a discussion of implicit bias, the attitudes or
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understanding, actions and decisions in an unconscious manner. Even those acting with the best
intent can still harbor biases around race, ethnicity, and other protected characteristics. Introducing
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and discussing the concept of implicit bias can influence agents and brokers to reflect upon their
own actions and the consequences of their actions.246
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misunderstanding among real estate agents as to what housing discrimination is and the effect it
has on people and communities. Additionally, based on the testimony of agents and brokers
regarding the accusations of discriminatory behavior, the misunderstanding of what constitutes
discrimination was obvious. For example, Bart Cafarela, Broker for Realty Connect, testified that
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New York State real estate licensees must be better trained on how to handle situations in
which clients ask about the racial composition of a neighborhood. Simply ignoring race in racism
itself perpetuates inequality among races. 248 Agents can be instructed on ways they can respond to
questions of race from homebuyers and confront racism by being transparent about their
responsibilities under fair housing laws.
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testing probe, agents used the perceived quality of school districts in recommending areas potential
homebuyers should consider buying or avoiding. The reliance on school ratings as a top selling
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point enables agents to serve as gatekeepers for the 124 school districts on Long Island whose test
scores, graduation rates, and racial compositions vary tremendously. 249 Discussions about the
quality of school districts have fair housing implications, as school standards can become a proxy
f
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While some agents involved in Ne

da

ii .
ai ed e i g correctly informed testers that

they are legally barred from discussing school quality, some agents recommended independently
researching schools, while others went as far as to offer opinions based on individual knowledge
on schools. One agent, Joy Tuxson of RE/MAX, told testers to evaluate school data to determine
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. 250 Here is Tuxson, informing the white tester that while she

is unable to direct her towards or away from certain areas, she can tell her where to look,
explaining:
E e hi g i
li e f he ch l di ic . Y
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ee h g ad a e .
How many kids. The ethnic breakdown, how many free lunches. You can get a
good idea of the socioeconomic makeup of the neighborhood when you look at the
school districts.251
Tuxson provided similar advice to the paired Asian tester, recalling what she told her
nephew who was house hunting, including in Amityville school district, in which 90% of students
are either Black or Hispanic:
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A Realty Connect USA agent, Margaret Petrelli, provided a white tester with a list of seven
school districts whose student populations average nearly 85% white, going as far as pointing out
which specific school districts for the white tester to consider and which to avoid.253 Ms. Petrelli
did not provide the Black tester with a list of school districts to evaluate. 254 Ne
c
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and discriminatory treatment.
In appearing before the Committees, Ms. Petrelli testified that she believed she did not
violate fair housing laws and did not have the intent to treat either tester differently. 255 She also
explained her statement to the white tester urging them to avoid Amityville
like h e ch

l
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g i g

was discussed with respect to resale value, not as a proxy for the racial

makeup of the community.256
Judi Ross, an agent for Keller Williams Realty Elite during the Newsday investigation and
now practicing real estate with Douglas Elliman, made statements regarding her personal opinions
on certain schools to the white tester, but informed the Black tester he can conduct his own
research.257 While speaking with the white tester, she directed him away from areas served by
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acknowledging such remarks are illegal. 258 Ms. Ross testified to the Committees that her comments
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Ms. Conroy then went further, stating that the remark was not related to race,

and that it was taken out of context in relation to the entire conversation between Ms. Ross and the
white tester.261
References to school quality, especially in areas like New York City and Long Island where
schools are heavily racially segregated, can be used as a p

di c

a c mm i

acial

composition.262 Several agents testified that prior to the Newsday investigation, they were unaware
of the legal issues that arise from discussing schools or the impact it has on residential segregation.
Ms. Rogers, for example, testified that in between meeting with the white and minority testers, she
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As Freiberg explained in his testimony before the Committees:
When they start offering their personal opinions, "[t]his school is bad," you know,
"Elmont is a terrible place for schools," even though the Elmont High School is a
96 e ce g ad a i
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talking about the race of students, not the performance of the school. 264
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Those agents who testified before the Committees and were accused of racial steering by
Newsday categorically denied any intentional or unintentional steering of potential homebuyers
based on ace. H
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believe the act entails, despite claiming their behaviors are being misrepresented as such. For
example, agents for Douglas Elliman struggled to provide an answer despi e bei g
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Several agents, all accused of racial steering by Newsday, made attempts to avoid naming
or describing steering, while also claiming they do not participate in it. By making the assertion
that their behavior did not constitute racial steering, and subsequently stating that they are unaware
of what racial steering is, these agents directly contradicted themselves and demonstrated that the
current real estate licensure and training requirements fail to teach them this critical and basic
concept of fair housing.
According to research conducted by Dr. Max Besbris, few real estate agents outwardly
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avoiding getting caught, rather than the impacts of their discriminatory behavior.268 If the training
required of agents and brokers could enable them to better understand these impacts and their
essential role in preventing the harms of residential segregation, we may have more success in
ensuring the agents and brokers are not engaging in discriminatory conduct.
The Committees strongly urge the Department of State, the agency responsible for
approving and monitoring real estate license courses, to reevaluate the content of these courses to
ensure real estate agents and brokers are competently educated of their legal obligations under fair
housing standards. As fair housing experts testified before the Committees, most real estate agents
and brokers lack a fundamental understanding of discrimination and its impact on communities as
a whole. Specifically, the Committees recommend amending current course requirements to
include required instruction on implicit bias and unintentional discrimination as well as a
comprehensive instruction on what constitutes discrimination in housing and the role
discriminatory behavior has in perpetuating residential segregation and racial inequality.
Moreover, real estate agents and brokers should complete their required instruction with a firm
understanding of the impacts that residential segregation has, especially on people of color.
In redesigning the fair housing components of the curriculum, the Department of State
should consult with experts in fair housing, real estate brokerage practices and other relevant fields,
and should consider instituting a process of routinely reviewing and updating the curriculum, to
ensure that it stays relevant to contemporary challenges brokers, agents, and home-seekers face.
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iii.

Recommendation: Ensure Quality of Course Instructors

The deficiency in the quality of real estate licensure and training course instructors was
evident throughout the investigation and was well-d c me ed i Ne

da

e ie

f i -person

classes. Moreover, there appears to be a theme of insufficient oversight in how these courses are
taught. For example, in the classes attended by Dr. Max Besbris, instructors spent precious time
making flippant jokes about discrimination, debating with students about whether or not ethnic or
religious groups constituted racial categories, and what kind of individuals are more or less
racist.269
Thomas Silverstein, Associate Counsel with the Fair Housing & Community Development
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from three LIBOR courses, stated:
The trainers veered pretty far away from actually covering the important topics that
a Realtor or real estate agent would need to understand in order to comply with
their obligations.270
In one class, the instructor spent only 20 minutes discussing fair housing and
discrimination, despite advertisements for the course promising to include the mandated three
hours of fair housing.271 After 16 minutes of her 20-minute overview, the instructor made the
following comment to a Black student:
We ma
l k alike, b dee d
i ide,
e ill m i e . If e c ld
just treat people with that kind of kindness, it would be a wonderful thing. OK, so
fair housing. OK, we covered that. 272
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Aside from the 20 minutes spent on fair housing, the instructor did not mention the topic
again, other than offering the following example of how school preferences can become proxies
for race in real estate sales:
She [ he clie ] did
a Ba Sh e beca e he did like he ch l di ic .
I have to tell you, Bay Shore is actually a good school district. What people are
eall a i g i ha he e
ma mi i ie he e. Y
eed mi i ie . Y
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k i h he e le f all
different sizes, shapes, colors, creeds, whatever. 273
As evidenced by these examples, the need for higher standards for licensing real estate
instructors is critically important in ensuring fair housing access to all in New York State. The
State must impose effective standards for instructor licensing and should proactively ensure the
content of instruction goes beyond simple memorization of federal, state and local fair housing
laws.274
Instructors were observed routinely disregarding the mandated components of fair housing
for license renewal. To better enforce these mandates and ensure instructors are fulfilling their
requirements for instruction, instructors should be required to sign a document under oath,
approved by and submitted to the Department of State, attesting to compliance with state fair
housing laws. If instructors fail to meet their obligations prescribed under Real Property Law and
Department of State regulations, their licenses should be temporarily suspended for noncompliance for their first offense and permanently revoked for any subsequent offenses.
Furthermore, those instructors that have their licenses lawfully revoked should then be barred from
reapplying for licensure, for a period of at least five years. Senate Bill 2134, sponsored by Senator
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Skoufis, will accomplish this legislative goal. The Committees urge the Legislature to pursue the
passage of S2134 in the 2021 legislative session.

iv.

Recommendation: Rescind Rule Requiring Classes to Be Recorded

As noted above, in December 2019, the Department of State issued a new rule, 19 NYCRR
177.9, which requires fair housing courses to be recorded. In response, several fair housing groups
urged the Department to eliminate this proposal, asserting:
The fair housing trainings we and other fair housing trainers conduct are the rare
occasions in which real estate professionals are able to speak more candidly and
openly of the challenges they have in interpreting and complying with fair housing
laws. That open dialogue is hugely valuable in addressing real-world questions
facing real estate professionals and helping them work through the difficult issues
that sit at the core of housing discrimination. If trainings are recorded, we believe
it will have a chilling effect on these conversations, impeding learning and making
it more difficult for fair housing advocates and teachers to connect effectively with
the line agents.275
If the Department is interested in evaluating the quality of these courses, fair housing
experts recommended the Department take a similar approach to that of Newsday and audit the
courses to evaluate their adequacy. 276 The C mmi ee f
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proposal does not prompt the instructors to do anything with the recordings, other than maintain
them for a designated period of time, rendering them of little practical value. The Committees join
the fair housing organizations and experts in recommending this rule be rescinded.
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VII.D. Increased Penalties and Broader Accountability
i.

Recommendation: Increase Penalties for Violating Fair Housing Laws

Article 12-A of Real Property Law authorizes the Department of State to regulate licensed
real estate brokers and agents. The Department of State may revoke, suspend, fine (maximum of
$1,000) or reprimand a broker or agent if they are found to have, among other things, violated any
provision of Article 12-A of Real Property Law, engaged in fraudulent practices, produced
dishonest or misleading advertising, or demonstrated untrustworthiness or incompetency in their
profession.277
Fair housing experts, including Fred Freiberg, testified to the Committees that the penalties
under the Division of License and Services, a maximum of $1,000, are insufficient in practice to
deter violations, and should be raised. Experts also noted that the imposition of punitive damages
is necessary to prevent and deter fair housing violations.278 Imposing meaningful financial
penalties will incentivize real estate agents and brokers to fulfill their obligations under fair
housing laws.
The Committees recommend amending Section 441-C of Real Property Law to increase
the fines that may be imposed by the Department of State for such violations, discussed previously.
Senate Bill 715, sponsored by Senator Thomas, aims to deter fair housing violations by increasing
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Human Rights and by the Attorney General, in relation to patterns and practices of fair housing
violations. This bill will amend the Executive Law to add a new section, authorizing the
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Commissioner of the Division of Human Rights to (1) award compensatory or punitive damages,
(2) require the cease and desist of discriminatory conduct, and (3) assess a civil penalty, using a
graduated penalty structure, for violations to vindicate the public interest. Courts will also be
permitted to assess a civil penalty, to vindicate the public interest, when the Attorney General
brings a case based on alleged patterns and practices of discriminatory conduct.
Senate Bill 945, sponsored by Senator Gaughran, proposes to increase the fine threshold
from $1,000 to $2,000 and would divert 25% of the revenue collected from these fines to countylevel Human Rights Commission offices and 25% towards a new special fair housing fund called
the Anti-Discrimination in Housing Fund. This new fund would be established by, and in the
custody of, the State Comptroller. Funds would be made available to the Commissioner of the
Division of Human Rights to allocate and expend solely for grants for not-for-profit agencies
specializing in housing anti-discrimination.
The Committees recommend the Legislature pursue passage of both S715 and S945 in the
2021 legislative session.

ii.

Recommendation: Improve Broker Supervision of Agents

In New York State, real estate brokers are responsible for the supervision and conduct of
the real estate brokerage business, under which licensed real estate salesperson work as the
e e e a i e b ke
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19 NYCRR 175.21, b ke

a e esponsible for the

supervision of real estate agents under their license including providing regular, frequent, and
consistent personal guidance, instruction, oversight and superintendence.
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their supervisory role as

holders of brokerage licenses. As stated, brokers are responsible for supervising the conduct of all
licensed real estate agents under their brokerage business. Included below is a list of brokers that
testified to the number of real estate agents working under their brokerage license:
Ann Conroy, CEO of Douglas Elliman about 1700 agents;
Richard Amato, Broker in Charge for Keller Williams Greater Nassau 418 agents;
Joseph Moshe, Broker and Owner of Charles Rutenberg Reality 834 agents; and
Bart Cafarela, Broker, Realty Connect USA over 400 agents.

The broker-to-agent ratios are alarming; it is inconceivable that one individual broker can
monitor the actions of over 400 agents and ensure fair housing standards are being satisfied on a
daily basis. When asked how Ms. Conroy could supervise the 1700 agents under her brokerage
license, she described a tiered corporate structure with five senior managers reporting directly to
her, while 26 mid-level managers report to those five senior-level managers. 279 It is the
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ineffective in ensuring agents are complying with fair housing laws. The Committee recommends
the Department of State, in consultation with the Division of Licensing Services, reevaluate broker
supervision of agents and determine a set of metrics that provide more robust support and
accountability for agents.
The Committees urge the Department of State to consider the following factors in its
reeval a i
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able:

The availability of the supervising broker to all agents under the supervision of the
broker to review and approve all documents;
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Whe he he
e i i g b ke
mai l ca i is more than a predetermined
distance from a branch office with agents the supervising broker oversees; and
The availability of the broker to familiarize the agents with the requirements of
federal and state law governing real estate transactions, including, without
limitation, prohibitions against discrimination.

Under Real Property Law § 441-a, real estate brokers are required to maintain and
supervise a definite place of business, but are permitted to appoint office managers to supervise
branch offices. An office manager is a licensed associate real estate broker who elects to work as
an office manager, under the name and supervision of another broker. 280 Such associate broker
retains their license as a broker, but the behavior and practices of real estate sales and brokerage
by such individual as an associate broker are governed exclusively by the standards set for
salespersons.281
Brokers have a responsibility to ensure agents practicing under their license are meeting
their fair housing and anti-discrimination obligations. If a broker maintains numerous offices and
chooses to appoint associate brokers as office managers

passing on the responsibility of agent

oversight office managers should be held to the same standards as licensed brokers, not
salespersons. The Committees recommend amending Real Property Law to mandate that licensed
associate brokers, operating as office managers, have the same fair housing oversight obligations
that are placed on brokers at their definite place of business. In addition, Real Property Law should
be amended to require that office managers have an additional two years of experience as a licensed
broker, before a broker may receive a supplemental license approving the appointment of an office
manager at a branch office. Senate Bill 2157, sponsored by Senator Thomas, would make this
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change. The Committees recommend the legislature pursue the passage of this bill in the 2021
legislative session.

iii.
Recommendation: Require Brokers to Standardize Their Policies for All
Home Seekers
As outlined earlier in this report, in seven tests conducted by Newsday, agents
demonstrated a pattern of providing unequal services to minority prospective homebuyers,
compared with their white counterparts. While it is apparent that implicit discriminatory
behavior

such as racial steering

its infrequency

is more prevalent than explicit discrimination

regardless of

must be stamped out.

Senate Bill 2131, sponsored by Senator Skoufis, aims to prevent these violations of fair
housing laws by directing the Secretary of State to promulgate rules and regulations requiring
brokers to institute standardized operating procedures for the perquisites prospective homebuyers
must meet prior to receiving any services, including, but not limited to:
Whether prospective clients must show identification;
Whether an exclusive broker agreement is required; and
Whether pre-approval for a mortgage loan is required.

While the Committees do not recommend prescribing how each broker should standardize
their policies, it is of utmost importance that prospective clients of color are treated the same as
prospective white clients in the lead-up to a realtor providing services. Each b ke

lic , a d

any changes thereof, should be submitted to the Department of State. Every agent must adhere to
hei b ke
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face

-compliance penalties prescribed by the Department of State

including monetary fines or the revocation of real estate licensure. The Committees recommend
that the Legislature pursue the passage of S2131 in the 2021 legislative session.
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VII.E. Ensure That Government at All Levels Is Part of the Solution

i.
Recommendation: Require State and Local Governments to Affirmatively
Further Fair Housing
The Human Rights Law should be amended to require state agencies, local governments,
public housing authorities and other public entities receiving state funding relating to housing and
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refrain from any action that is materially inconsistent with this obligation. 282 Senate Bill 1353,
sponsored by Senator Kavanagh, would accomplish this by requiring all state agencies
administering housing programs or enforcing housing laws and all localities administering housing
programs and receiving state funds for such activities to affirmatively further fair housing. By
creating an obligation to affirmatively further fair housing for all state agencies and localities
administering housing-related programs and laws, this bill will ensure not only that New York will
no longer participate in harmful, discriminatory practices but that the state will actively seek to
create more diverse, inclusive communities. California adopted a similar affirmative fair housing
policy in 2018.
The Committees recommend that the Legislature pursue the passage of S1353 in the 2021
legislative session. The Committees also recommend that the Biden Administration consider
reviving the Obama Administration AFFH regulations for HUD-funded programs that the Trump
Administration effectively suspended, as discussed in Section III.A., above.
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VII.F. Brokerage Industry Reforms

The legislative and policy recommendations discussed in this report, while crucial to
combating housing discrimination, will inevitably fall short if professionals in the real estate
industry do not respect the history and purpose of fair housing laws or do not understand the legacy
of housing segregation and discrimination and its adverse consequences to society.
Industry participants should be proactive in promoting fair housing. Satisfying minimum
education requirements and merely abiding by standards are no longer sufficient to help address
the fair housing crisis. To that end, the Committees urge the industry to implement the following
modest reforms:

i.

Recommendation: Open Offices in Communities of Color

The 12 companies whose agents were tested by Newsday had a total of 218 branch offices
across Nassau and Suffolk counties; however, none had an office located in the eight
predominantly minority communities on Long Island.283 On average, the population in towns
where the real estate brands had their offices ranged from 75% white (Century 21) to 86% white
(Keller Williams).
When asked by Newsday about he lack f
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minority communities, representatives from only three of the 12 companies responded: Daniel
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collectively, in communities [Newsday] named: Elmont, Freeport, Hempstead, Roosevelt and
U i dale.
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These 12 large firms have controlled more than 50% of the listings across Long Island, but
in the minority communities, the market share has ranged from about 20% in Wyandanch to 33%
in Freeport and Elmont. Agents practicing under the license of smaller, locally based brokerages
e ice m
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communities.288

Many agents appeared to make efforts to avoid the predominantly minority communities
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communities fell within the home search parameters provided by the paired testers. However,
agents only recommended 15 homes in these areas, often exclusively to the minority testers. 289
One measure that the industry can undertake immediately is to open offices in underserved
or underrepresented communities. Opening offices and maintaining a presence in a neighborhood
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will help to ensure equal and fair access to housing is being provided to all, regardless of their race
or ethnicity.

ii.

Recommendation: Disseminate a Model Fair Housing Policy

Until 1950, Article 34 of the National Association of Realtors (NAR) Code of Ethics
stated:
A Realtor should never be instrumental in introducing into a neighborhood a
character of property or occupancy, members of any race or nationality or
individuals whose presence will clearly be detrimental to property values in that
neighborhood.290
Under this racist and archaic policy, local and state Boards of Realtors sanctioned
and expelled Realtors who failed
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licensing agreement to encourage its adoption, so that states would have the statutory
authority to discipline or revoke the licenses of real estate agents that violated their
obligation to discriminate.291
T da , A icle 10 f NAR C de f E hic

ae :

REALTORS® shall not deny equal professional services to any person for reasons
of race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, national origin, sexual
orientation, or gender identity. REALTORS® shall not be parties to any plan or
agreement to discriminate against a person or persons on the basis of race, color,
religion, sex, handicap, familial status, national origin, sexual orientation, or gender
identity.292
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Adopting a Code of Ethics and
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members, while important, is ineffectual if its members do not adhere to their obligations
in practice. The real estate industry, through its professional associations like NAR, should
provide a model fair housing policy to all members, delineating best practices in nondiscriminatory real estate transactions and marketing. Real estate firms should adopt and
share clear and concise fair housing policy statements to all of their brokers and agents,
including an explanation of the consequences of noncompliance with fair housing laws. 293
The Committees echo the request issued by ERASE Racism and the Fair Housing
Justice Center asking that NAR, as well as state and local real estate boards, show the same
level of determination that they demonstrated when they sought to sanction and expel
realtors and other licensees who refused to discriminate against people, now that its code
of ethics rightfully prohibits housing discrimination.294 A strong, unequivocal stand by
trade associations is also necessary, in light of the lack of disciplinary action to date by
brokers whose agents were exposed in the Newsday housing discrimination investigation.

iii.

Recommendation: Foster a More Diverse Real Estate Sales Force

The real estate industry in the United States significantly lacks diversity. A 2017 profile
conducted by NAR found that 80% of its members were white, while only nine percent were
Hispanic or Latino, five percent were Black, five percent were Asian or Pacific Islander and just
one percent were American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut.295
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The real estate industry should adopt affirmative hiring practices to create a more diverse
and inclusive workforce.296 Through its trade associations

including NAR

the industry should

create and promote outreach programs that interest, incentivize, and encourage members of racial
and ethnic minority groups to consider careers in real estate. This could include educational
programs in schools, scholarships, internships, mentoring opportunities, and placement
programs.297

VIII. CONCLUSION

Residential segregation, reinforced by discriminatory housing practices, has profound and
lasting consequences on individuals who are excluded and the communities that are segregated; it
creates a vicious cycle of inequality that continues to inflict serious harm on people and
communities of color.298 Segregation did not happen by chance, but was the direct result of the
coordinated actions of government and private industry. While explicit discrimination persists
today, the majority of contemporary discrimination in housing has become more subtle and
therefore much harder to stamp out.
For decades, racial discrimination in housing was sanctioned by all levels of government
and perpetuated by the overt discriminatory actions of private individuals. After this long,
shameful history of actively promoting segregation, government began formally opposing
discrimination in housing with the passage of the Fair Housing Act and other civil rights measures.
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However, the agencies charged with enforcing these laws and promoting fair housing have been
historically reactive in their approach, acting only after specific instances of discrimination have
been brought to light by complaints or inquiries by outside parties. To ensure fair housing
opportunities for all New York residents, especially for those historically excluded, New York
State must develop a comprehensive, proactive fair housing strategy.
The current insufficient enforcement of fair housing laws was apparent throughout the
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. The Committees strongly

recommend the Executive and the Legislature develop the new approaches presented in this report
and provide the resources necessary to better enforce fair housing laws and combat housing
discrimination. Moreover, the obligation to ensure fair housing exists extends beyond government;
professionals in the real estate industry must take affirmative steps to ensure compliance with fair
housing laws and remedy any violations.299 Whether the failure to provide services in these
communities was based on willful avoidance or abject neglect, is irrelevant. It is illegal and
unethical for real estate brokers and agents to provide unequal access to housing based on their
racial or ethnic perceived identity of the home seekers or the makeup of communities. As described
above, the industry also has the opportunity to take active steps to remedy these failings.
As it was a combination of government policies and private actions that created this legacy
of residential racial segregation, it follows that the government and industry have the responsibility
to repair the harm caused over the last century. Both must simultaneously take affirmative
measures to change the culture of the real estate industry, from one that previously perpetuated
segregation to one antithetical to discrimination that places an importance on equal opportunity
for all New Yorkers, regardless of the color of their skin.300
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